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GEOMETRIC REALIZATIONS OF WAKIMOTO MODULES AT THE
CRITICAL LEVEL
EDWARD FRENKEL AND DENNIS GAITSGORY
Abstract. We study the Wakimoto modules over the affine Kac-Moody algebras at the
critical level from the point of view of the equivalences of categories proposed in our previous
works, relating categories of representations and certain categories of sheaves. In particular,
we describe explicitly geometric realizations of the Wakimoto modules as Hecke eigen-D-
modules on the affine Grassmannian and as quasi-coherent sheaves on the flag variety of the
Langlands dual group.
Introduction
Wakimoto modules, introduced in [W, FF1, FF2], have many applications in representation
theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras. In our previous papers [FG1]–[FG4] we have undertaken
a study of representations of affine Kac-Moody algebras at the critical level in the framework of
the local geometric Langlands correspondence. Wakimoto modules play an important role in it.
In this paper we elucidate further the geometric meaning of Wakimoto modules from the point
of view of the equivalences of categories proposed in [FG2, FG4]. These equivalences relate
categories of representations of the affine Kac-Moody algebras at the critical level to certain
categories of D-modules and quasi-coherent sheaves.
0.1. The first step in establishing a connection between representation theory of an affine
Kac-Moody algebra at the critical level ĝcrit and geometric Langlands correspondence is the
description of the center Zg of the completed universal enveloping algebra of ĝcrit. According to
a theorem of [FF3, F], Zg is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the space Opgˇ(D
×) of gˇ-
opers on the punctured disc, where gˇ is the Langlands dual Lie algebra to g. This isomorphism
was proved in [FF3, F] algebraically, in the framework of representation theory of ĝcrit, and in
particular using Wakimoto modules. It may be reformulated as an isomorphism
(0.1) mapalg : Spec(zg,X)
∼
−→ Opgˇ,X ,
defined for an arbitrary smooth algebraic curve X . Here zg,X is the center of the chiral algebra
on X associated to ĝcrit and Opgˇ,X is the scheme of jets of gˇ-opers on X .
We recall from [BD] (see also [FG2], Sect. 1) that a gˇ-oper on X is a Gˇ-bundle on X equipped
with a reduction to a Borel subgroup Bˇ and a connection satisfying a certain transversality
condition. This means that Opgˇ,X carries a tautological Gˇ-bundle equipped with a Bˇ-reduction
and a connection along X . Defining a morphism Spec(zg,X)→ Opgˇ,X is equivalent to defining
the pull-backs of these data to Spec(zg,X).
Can we construct these data on Spec(zg,X) in a natural way? This question was addressed by
A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld in [BD]. They constructed these data using the affine Grassman-
nian GrG = G((t))/G[[t]] and the geometric Satake correspondence which identifies the category
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of G[[t]]-equivariant D-modules on GrG with the category Rep(Gˇ) of representations of Gˇ, see
[MV]. Thus, they obtained a map
mapgeom : Spec(zg,X)→ Opgˇ,X .
We recall its definition in Sect. 1.5 below. We note that the construction of the map mapgeom
in [BD] relies on the existence of the isomorphism (0.1). However, a priori it is not clear whether
mapgeom coincides with mapalg, nor whether mapgeom is an isomorphism. Beilinson and Drinfeld
proved this in [BD] by showing that both of these maps are compatible with actions of certain
Lie algebroids and that this property essentially characterizes these maps uniquely.
In Sects. 1–2 of this paper we give a different proof of the fact that the maps mapalg and
mapgeom coincide. This proof uses Wakimoto modules in an essential way, in particular, their
behavior under the ”Harish-Chandra convolution” functors which was described in [FG2]. Using
this additional structure, we will see the emergence in representation theoretic context not only
of the geometric data of opers mentioned above (the ”birth of opers”, as Beilinson and Drinfeld
had put it), but also the geometric data of Miura opers which parametrize Wakimoto modules.
We remark that our proof of the coincidence of mapalg and mapgeom also relies on the results
of [FF3, F], in which the existence of (0.1) was proved, and so it does not give us an alternative
proof of the isomorphism (0.1). However, it helps us understand better the geometric meaning
of this isomorphism and the role of Wakimoto modules in it. This is the first main result of
this paper.
0.2. Next, we analyze the Wakimoto modules from the point of view of the equivalences of
categories that appeared in our approach to the local geometric Langlands correspondence in
[FG2, FG4].
Let us denote by ĝcrit –modreg the category of discrete ĝ-modules at the critical level on
which the center Zg acts through its quotient Z
reg
g = Fun(Op
reg
Gˇ
), where Opreg
Gˇ
⊂ OpGˇ(D
×) is
the space of gˇ-opers on the formal disc D. Let ĝcrit –mod
I0
reg be its subcategory of I
0-equivariant
ĝ-modules, where I0 is the radical of the Iwahori subgroup I ⊂ G((t)). The algebra Fun(Opreg
Gˇ
)
acts on the category ĝcrit –mod
I0
reg in a natural way, so we may think of ĝcrit –mod
I0
reg as ”fibered”
over the space Opreg
Gˇ
. In this Introduction, in order to simplify our notation, we will restrict
ourselves to a ”fiber” of this category, denoted by ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ , over a particular gˇ-oper χ. The
objects of ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ are I
0-equivariant ĝ-modules at the critical level on which the center Zg
acts through the character determined by χ. (In the main body of the paper we will work over
the base Opreg
Gˇ
.)
We have constructed in [FG4] an equivalence of categories
(0.2) ΓHecke : D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0 ∼−→ ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ
(this equivalence is canonically defined for each trivialization of the flat Gˇ-bundle underlying
the oper χ, which we will assume fixed in what follows). Here D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0 is the
category of I0-equivariant critically twisted right D-modules on the affine Grassmannian GrG
which satisfy the Hecke eigensheaf property (see [FG4], Sect. 1.1, and Sect. 3.2 below for the
precise definition).
In addition, there is another equivalence of categories
(0.3) D
(
QCoh((FlGˇ)DG)
)
≃ D
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)I0
.
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Here FlGˇ is the flag variety of Gˇ, and D
(
QCoh((FlGˇ)DG)
)
is the derived category of complexes
of quasi-coherent sheaves over the DG-scheme
(FlGˇ)DG := Spec
(
SymO
FlGˇ
(Ω1(FlGˇ)[1])
)
.
This DG-scheme can be realized as the derived Cartesian product ˜ˇg ×
gˇ
pt, where pt → gˇ cor-
responds to the point 0 ∈ gˇ, and ˜ˇg = {(x, bˇ)|x ∈ bˇ ⊂ gˇ} is Grothendieck’s alteration. The
equivalence (0.3) follows from the results of [ABG], albeit in a somewhat indirect way.
Combining (0.2) and (0.3) we obtain an equivalence
(0.4) D
(
QCoh((FlGˇ)DG)
)
≃ D(ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ ).
The existence of such an equivalence is a corollary of the Main Conjecture 6.1.1 of [FG2] (see
the Introduction to [FG4] for more details).
We have a natural direct image functor
(0.5) D
(
QCoh(FlGˇ)
)
→ D
(
QCoh((FlGˇ)DG)
)
,
and the second main objective of this paper is to describe explicitly its composition with (0.4),
which is a functor
(0.6) G : D
(
QCoh(FlGˇ)
)
→ D(ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ ).
(Note that unlike (0.4), the functor G is not an equivalence.)
The functor G of (0.6) turns out to be closely related to Wakimoto modules, as we shall
presently explain. This relationship confirms the basic property of the equivalence (0.4) (and
the more general equivalence of the Main Conjecture 6.1.1 of [FG2]), conjectured in [FG2], Sect.
6.1.
0.3. Recall that FlGˇ has a stratification by Schubert cells FlGˇw , where w runs over the Weyl
group W of Gˇ. In [FG2], Sect. 3.6 we have explained that FlGˇw is the parameter space for
Wakimoto modules at the critical level (having a fixed central character χ), and of ”highest
weight” w(ρ)− ρ.
More precisely, for every w we have a functor wW from the category QCoh(Fl
Gˇ)w of
quasi-coherent sheaves on FlGˇ, which are set-theoretically supported on FlGˇw , to the category
ĝcrit –mod
I0
χ . By definition, wW is a kind of semi-infinite induction functor that is embodied
by the Wakimoto module construction.
The second main result of this paper, Theorem 4.8, asserts that, up to a certain twist, the
above functor wW is isomorphic to the restriction of the functor G of (0.6) to QCoh(Fl
Gˇ)w ⊂
QCoh(FlGˇ). In other words, the functor G ”glues” the functors wW, which are defined for each
w ∈W separately, into a single functor.
This fact has a number of interesting representation-theoretic implications. For example,
let T1,T2 be two quasi-coherent sheaves on Fl
Gˇ, supported set-theoretically on two different
Schubert cells FlGˇw1 and Fl
Gˇ
w2 . Suppose that T1 → T2 is a morphism between them.
Since G is a functor, we obtain a homomorphism w1W(T1)→ w2W(T2) of ĝcrit-modules. The
existence of such a homomorphism is not obvious from the point of view of Wakimoto modules.
However, examples of such homomorphisms have already existed:
If we take T1 to be the structure sheaf on the big cell Fl
Gˇ
1 ⊂ Fl
Gˇ, and T2 to be the quasi-
coherent sheaf, underlying the D-module of distributions on a Schubert cell of codimension
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1, the resulting morphism between the corresponding Wakimoto modules is the ”screening
operator” of [FF3].
As an application of the above results, we use the Cousin-Grothendieck resolution of the
structure sheaf of FlGˇ to construct a resolution of the vacuum module Vcrit at the critical level
in terms of the Wakimoto modules, corresponding to distributions along the Schubert cells.
The existence of such a resolution was conjectured in [FF3].
0.4. Let us now explain the structure of the part of the paper that analyzes Wakimoto modules
and the functor G.
In Sect. 3 we study the functor
E : D
(
QCoh(FlGˇ)
)
→ D
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)I0
,
obtained by composing the functor (0.5) and the equivalence (0.3). The composition of E and
the functor ΓHecke of (0.2) is the functor G of Sect. 0.6.
The main idea is that the functor E is fixed essentially uniquely by the condition that it
respects the action of the group Gˇ on both categories, where on the LHS this action comes
from the Gˇ-action on FlGˇ, and on the RHS this action is as in [FG4], Sect. 2.1.
In Sect. 4 we collect some basic facts about Wakimoto modules, as well as some material
from [FG4], and state our main result, Theorem 4.8.
Sections 5, 6 and 7 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.8. In Sect. 5 we treat a particular
case of Theorem 4.8, namely the one of w = 1 and the quasi-coherent sheaf OFlGˇ1
, which
corresponds to the vacuum Wakimoto module Wcrit,0. From this particular case, in Sect. 6 we
derive the statement of Theorem 4.8 for the quasi-coherent sheaf OFlGˇw
for any w.
In Sect. 7 we derive the general case of Theorem 4.8 up to a certain twisting functor that
acts from the category QCoh(FlGˇ)w to itself. To determine this twist, we need to analyze the
action of the renormalized enveloping algebra U ren,reg(ĝcrit) introduced in [BD].
In Sect. 8 we review the definition of U ren,reg(ĝcrit) and make a digression describing the
behavior of certain natural Lie algebroids on the schemes Spec(Zregg ) and Op
reg
gˇ under the
isomorphism mapgeom.
In Sect. 9 we analyze the interaction of the above algebroids and the Wakimoto functor,
which will allow us to finish the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Finally, in Sect. 10 we give another construction of some Wakimoto modules at the critical
level by a procedure of renormalization. In particular, the Wakimoto modules appearing in the
Cousin-Grothendieck resolution mentioned above can be obtained in this way.
1. Comparison of two morphisms
Let g be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra, and G the connected simply-connected
algebraic group with the Lie algebra g. We shall fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G. Denote by Gˇ the
Langlands dual group of G, and let gˇ be its Lie algebra. The group Gˇ comes equipped with a
Borel subgroup Bˇ ⊂ Gˇ.
Now let ĝcrit be the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated to the critical inner product κcrit
and ĝcrit –mod the category of discrete ĝcrit-modules (see [FG2]). Its objects are ĝcrit-modules
in which every vector is annihilated by the Lie subalgebra g ⊗ tnC[[t]] for sufficiently large n.
Let
Vcrit := Ind
ĝcrit
g[[t]]⊕C(C)
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denote the vacuum module, which is an object of the category ĝcrit –mod. Denote by Zg the
topological commutative algebra that is the center of ĝcrit –mod. Let Z
reg
g denote its ”regular”
quotient, i.e., the quotient modulo the annihilator of Vcrit. It is known (see [FF3, F]) that
(1.1) Zregg = Endĝcrit(Vcrit) = (Vcrit)
G[[t]].
Our goal in this section is to reprove a fundamental result of Beilinson and Drinfeld [BD],
which compares two morphisms from Spec(Zregg ) to the scheme Op
reg
gˇ of opers on the formal
disc Spec(C[[t]]): one is the Feigin-Frenkel isomorphism [FF3, F], and the other is a morphism
constructed by geometric means in [BD].
1.1. Recollections. Let X be a smooth complex curve. For a point x ∈ X we denote by Oˆx
(resp., Kˆx) the corresponding completed local ring (resp., field), and write Dx = Spec(Oˆx),
D×x = Spec(Kˆx).
To g and an invariant inner product κ on g one associates a chiral algebra Ag,κ,X on X (see
[CHA]). Denote the chiral algebra corresponding to the critical inner product κcrit by Ag,crit,X .
Consider the category of chiral Ag,crit,X -modules, supported at a given point x ∈ X .
Let us choose a formal coordinate t at x. This choice defines a (tautological) equivalence
between the above category and ĝcrit –mod, preserving the forgetful functor to the category
of vector spaces. In particular, the vacuum object, i.e., the fiber Ag,crit,x of Ag,crit,X at x,
corresponds under this equivalence to Vcrit. For this reason, when we view Ag,crit,X as a chiral
module over itself we will sometimes denote it by Vcrit,X .
1.2. A digression. Set D = Spec(C[[t]]) and D× = Spec(C((t))). Let Aut(D) be the group
scheme of automorphisms of C[[t]] that preserve the maximal ideal. Let Der(D) be the Lie
algebra of all derivations of C[[t]]; it has a basis formed by elements Li = −t
i+1∂t, i ≥ −1.
Note that Lie(Aut(D)) is a subalgebra of codimension 1 in Der(D); the quotient is spanned by
the image of L−1.
We recall a general construction assigning to Aut(D)-modules (resp., (Der(D),Aut(D))-
modules) quasi-coherent O-modules (resp., D-modules) on a smooth curve X (see, e.g., [FB]
for more details).
Let CoordX denote the Aut(D)-torsor over X , whose fiber over x ∈ X , denoted by Coordx,
is the scheme of continuous isomorphisms between Oˆx and C[[t]], preserving the maximal ideal
(equivalently, “formal coordinates” at x). Note that the tautological Aut(D)-action on CoordX
extends to a Der(D)-action.
Let V be a representation of Aut(D). We form the associated O-module on X , denoted VX ,
by setting
VX := CoordX
Aut(D)
× V.
We will call such O-modules natural. In other words, the fiber of VX at any x is identified
with V for every choice of a formal coordinate t near x. The O-module VX carries a natural
action of the Lie algebra of vector fields on X by Lie derivatives, that we we will denote by
ξ, v 7→ Lieξ(v).
For example, for an integer n, consider the character of Aut(D) given by Aut(D)։ Gm
n
→
Gm, where the first arrow corresponds to the action of Aut(D) on the cotangent space to D at
the origin. The corresponding natural O-module identifies with ωnX , where ωX is the canonical
line bundle on X and the superscript ”n” denotes the nth tensor power.
If V is a Harish-Chandra (Der(D),Aut(D))-module, then VX acquires a natural left D-module
structure. Let vX be a local section of VX near x, and let us choose a formal coordinate at x,
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thereby identifying Vx with V; let v ∈ V be the value of vX at x, and let ξ be a vector field
defined in a neighborhood of x. We have the following relation:
(1.2)
(
Lieξ(vX)− ξ · vX
)
x
= ξ(v),
where ξ · vX refers to the left D-module structure on VX , and ξ(v) to the Der(D)-action on V.
The chiral algebra Ag,crit,X itself is natural in the above sense (see [FB], Ch. 19), and most
chiral modules over it that we will consider in this paper will also be natural. Such modules
are the same as Aut(D)-equivariant ĝcrit-modules. Thus, statements concerning such modules
VX (for all X simultaneously) are equivalent to Aut(D)-equivariant statements concerning V.
1.3. Let zg,X be the center of Ag,crit,X , regarded as a commutative D-algebra. A choice of a
coordinate as above identifies the fiber zg,x at x with Z
reg
g . The topological commutative algebra
ẑg,x, corresponding to zg,X and x ∈ X (see [CHA] Sect. 3.6.18), identifies with Zg.
Let Opgˇ,X be the D-scheme of gˇ-opers on X introduced in [BD] (in this paper we follow the
notation of [FG2]). Its fiber over x ∈ X is the scheme Opgˇ(Dx) of gˇ-opers on the disc Dx at x.
Again, a choice of a coordinate identifies Opgˇ(Dx) with Op
reg
gˇ , the scheme of gˇ-opers on D, as
subschemes in Opgˇ(D
×
x ) ≃ Opgˇ(D
×).
According to the results of [FF3, F], there exists a canonical isomorphism of D-schemes over
X :
(1.3) mapalg : Spec(zg,X)
∼
−→ Opgˇ,X .
In particular, we have isomorphisms
Spec(zg,x) ≃ Opgˇ(Dx), Spec(Z
reg
g ) ≃ Op
reg
gˇ .
In Sect. 1.6 we will recall an important property of the isomorphism (1.3) that fixes it uniquely.
On the other hand, in [BD] a different map
mapgeom : Spec(zg,X)→ Opgˇ,X
was constructed, using the affine Grassmannian and the geometric Satake equivalence. We
recall its definition below. We will then prove the following result:
Theorem 1.4. The morphisms mapalg and mapgeom coincide.
This theorem was proved in [BD] by showing that these maps are compatible with the action
of the Lie algebroids isomGˇ,Zregg and isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
(see [FG2], Sect. 4), defined on their left and
right hand sides, respectively, and that a map satisfying this property is essentially unique.
Here we give a different proof in which we use the Wakimoto modules at the critical level
and a key property of mapalg established in [FF3, F] which we mentioned above.
1.5. Definition of mapgeom. Let us recall the definition of the map mapgeom from [BD]. Let
GrG = G((t))/G[[t]] be the affine Grassmannian. This is a strict ind-scheme; in particular it
makes sense to consider the category D(GrG) –mod of right D-modules on GrG.
We have a natural action of G[[t]] on GrG (given by left multiplication), such that the orbit
of every finite-dimensional subscheme of G[[t]] is still finite-dimensional. This insures that
the category of G[[t]]-equivariant right D-modules on GrG is well-defined; we will denote this
category by D(GrG) –mod
G[[t]].
The category D(GrG) –mod
G[[t]] is known to be semi-simple. Its irreducible objects can be
described as follows. For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ (here, and in the rest of this paper, Λˇ+ denotes the set of
dominant coweights of G), let GrλˇG ⊂ GrG be the G[[t]]-orbit of the point λˇ(t) ∈ G((t)), and
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let GrλˇG be its closure. The irreducible objects of D(GrG) –mod
G[[t]] are the irreducible right
D-modules ICGrλˇG
corresponding to the strata GrλˇG.
By the geometric Satake equivalence (see [MV]), the category D(GrG) –mod
G[[t]] has a natural
structure of tensor category under convolution, and as such it is equivalent to Rep(Gˇ). We
will denote by V 7→ FV the corresponding tensor functor Rep(Gˇ) → D(GrG) –mod
G[[t]]. For
V = V λˇ, the irreducible Gˇ-representation of highest weight λˇ, the corresponding object FV λˇ
is by definition isomorphic to ICGrλˇG
. For example, if V = C is the trivial representation, the
corresponding D-module FV is the δ-function D-module δ1,GrG at the unit point of GrG.
Recall now that over GrG there exists a canonical line bundle Lcrit; it is G[[t]]-equivariant.
The action of g((t)) on GrG lifts to an action of ĝcrit on local sections of Lcrit (with the central
element of ĝcrit mapping to the identity).
Thus, we can consider the category D(GrG)crit –mod of Lcrit-twisted right D-modules on GrG,
and its G[[t]]-equivariant counterpart, denoted D(GrG)crit –mod
G[[t]]. The functor F 7→ F⊗Lcrit
defines an equivalence between the two categories (but this equivalence, of course, does not
commute with the functor of global sections). By a slight abuse of notation, for V ∈ Rep(Gˇ)
we will denote by FV also the corresponding irreducible object of D(GrG)crit –mod
G[[t]].
We have the global sections functor
Γ : D(GrG)crit –mod→ ĝcrit –mod .
The main result of [FG1] asserts that this functor is exact and faithful.
In [BD] it is shown (using the results of [FF3, F]) that for V ∈ Rep(Gˇ) there exists a locally
free (Der(D),Aut(D))-equivariant Zregg -module VZ, such that
(1.4) Γ(GrG,FV ) ≃ VZ ⊗
Zregg
Vcrit.
Moreover, the assignment V 7→ VZ extends to a tensor functor from Rep(Gˇ) to the category of
locally free sheaves Zregg . By the Tannakian formalism, it defines a Gˇ-torsor PGˇ,Z on Spec(Z
reg
g ),
equivariant with respect to the pair (Der(D),Aut(D)), such that
VZ = PGˇ,Z
Gˇ
× V.
We will now consider the relative versions of the above objects over the curve X . Let GrG,X
be the global version of the affine Grassmannian: this is an ind-scheme over X whose fiber at
x ∈ X is GrG,x = G(Kˆx)/G(Oˆx). Globally, we have:
GrG,X ≃ CoordX
Aut(D)
× GrG,
where CoordX is as in Sect. 1.2. In addition, GrG,X is endowed with a connection along X . By
the same construction, the line bundle Lcrit gives rise to a line bundle Lcrit,X on GrG,X , and
the connection on GrG,X lifts to Lcrit,X .
Let Jets(G)X denote the group D-scheme of jets of sections of the group scheme X ×G over
X ; the fiber Jets(G)x of Jets(G)X at x ∈ X is by definition G(Oˆx).
We will consider the category D(GrG,X)crit –mod (resp., D(GrG,X)crit –mod
Jets(G)X ) of crit-
ically twisted (resp., Jets(G)X -equivariant) right D-modules on GrG,X . Since each object of
the form FV ∈ D(GrG)crit –mod
G[[t]] for V ∈ Rep(Gˇ) is Aut(D)-equivariant, it gives rise to a
well-defined object of D(GrG,X)crit –mod
Jets(G)X , which we will denote by FV,X .
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For any object FX ∈ D(GrG,X)crit –mod, the direct image of FX , considered as a quasi-
coherent sheaf, onto X , is naturally a right D-module. Moreover, it has a natural structure of
chiral Ag,crit,X -module. By a slight abuse of notation we denote it by Γ(GrG,X ,FX).
From (1.4) we obtain that, globally over X , there exist zg,X -modules VZ,X , endowed with a
connection along X , such that
(1.5) Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) ≃ VZ,X ⊗
zg,X
Vcrit,X ,
and a Gˇ-torsor PGˇ,Z,X on Spec(zg,X) with a connection along X such that
VZ,X = PGˇ,Z,X
Gˇ
× V.
Furthermore, this Gˇ-torsor is endowed with a reduction to the Borel subgroup Bˇ ⊂ Gˇ, as we
shall presently explain.
Consider the object FV λˇ,X ∈ D(GrG,X)crit –mod
Jets(G)X , corresponding to a dominant
coweight λˇ of G. By the semi-simplicity of the category D(GrG)crit –mod
G[[t]], this D-module
equals the 0-th cohomology of the *-extension of the constant critically twisted right D-module
on the corresponding Jets(G)X -orbit Gr
λˇ
G,X ⊂ GrG,X , the latter being by definition the line
bundle Lcrit,X |GrλˇG,X
⊗ Ωtop
GrλˇG,X
.
Recall now, that according to [BD], there exists a canonical isomorphism
(1.6) Lcrit,X |GrλˇG,X
⊗ Ωtop
GrλˇG,X
≃ p∗(ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X )|GrλˇG,X
,
where p : GrG,X → X is the canonical projection, and ωX is the line bundle of 1-forms on X .
Hence we obtain a map ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X → Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)
Jets(G)X . Using the isomorphism (1.5) and the
fact that
(Vcrit,X)
Jets(G)X = zg,X ,
which follows from (1.1), we obtain a map
(1.7) κλˇ : zg,X ⊗
OX
ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X → V
λˇ
Z,X .
Note that zg,X ⊗
OX
ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X is a plain line bundle over Spec(zg,X), i.e., it has no connection along
X .
It is easy to see that the system of maps κλˇ satisfies the Plu¨cker relations (for the definition,
see, e.g., [FG4], Sect. 4.1) and therefore defines a reduction of PGˇ,Z,X to Bˇ. Moreover, it is
shown in [BD] that this reduction to Bˇ satisfies the oper condition relative to the connection
along X on PGˇ,Z,X .
This defines the desired morphism mapgeom : Spec(zg,X)→ Opgˇ,X .
1.6. The defining property of mapalg. Let us now recall from [FF3, F] a property of the
morphism mapalg that fixes it uniquely (we will follow the notation of [FG2]). Let Hcrit,X be
the commutative D-algebra on X , introduced in [FG2], Sect. 10.6. By definition, Spec(Hcrit,X)
is the D-scheme of induction parameters for Wakimoto modules. (We will review what this
means below.)
According to the results of [FF3, F] (see also [FG2], Sect. 10.8), we have a canonical map of
D-algebras
ϕ : zg,X → Hcrit,X .
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Let Hˇ = Bˇ/[Bˇ, Bˇ] be the Cartan group of Gˇ. Let ωρX be the Hˇ-torsor over X , induced from
the Gm-torsor, corresponding to the line bundle ωX via the co-character ρ : Gm → Hˇ .
Consider the D-scheme ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), classifying connections on the Hˇ-torsor ω
ρ
X .
Both Spec(Hcrit,X) and ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X) are naturally torsors with respect to the D-scheme clas-
sifying h∗ = hˇ-valued one-forms on X . According to [CHA], 2.8.17, we have a canonical
isomorphism
(1.8) mapMalg : Spec(Hcrit,X) ≃ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X),
respecting the torsor structure.
Finally, recall from [F], Sect. 10.3 (see also [FG2], Sect. 3.3) that we have a canonical map
MT : ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)→ Opgˇ,X , called the Miura transformation.
The defining property of mapalg proved in [FF3, F] is that the diagram
(1.9)
Spec(Hcrit,X)
τ◦mapMalg
−−−−−−→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
ϕ
y MTy
Spec(zg,X)
mapalg
−−−−→ Opgˇ,X
is commutative, where τ denotes the automorphism of ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), induced by the auto-
morphism of Hˇ , given by λˇ 7→ −w0(λˇ). (Note that this automorphism is well-defined on
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), since −w0(ρ) = ρ.) Moreover, this property determines the isomorphism mapalg
uniquely.
Our strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.4 will be as follows: we will construct another map
(1.10) mapMgeom : Spec(Hcrit,X) ≃ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X),
in the spirit of the above construction of mapgeom, for which the diagram
(1.11)
Spec(Hcrit,X)
mapMgeom
−−−−−→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
ϕ
y MTy
Spec(zg,X)
mapgeom
−−−−−→ Opgˇ,X
is manifestly commutative. In addition, we will see that the maps mapMgeom and τ ◦ map
M
alg
coincide, thereby implying Theorem 1.4.
2. A geometric construction of Miura opers
The construction of the map mapMgeom utilizes the Wakimoto modules introduced in [W, FF1,
FF2, F]. In this paper we will mostly follow the notation of [FG2], Part III.
2.1. Let Ĥcrit,x be the topological commutative algebra, corresponding to the commutative
chiral algebra Hcrit,X and the point x ∈ X . There exists a canonically defined topological
commutative algebra Ĥcrit, acted on by Aut(D), such that every choice of a coordinate t at x
defines an isomorphism Ĥcrit,x ≃ Ĥcrit.
In fact, Ĥcrit is the completed universal enveloping algebra of a certain canonical central (and
in fact commutative) extension ĥcrit of h((t)). In what follows for µ ∈ h
∗, we will denote by
πcrit,µ the Ĥcrit-module
Indĥcrith[[t]]
(
Cµ
)
,
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where Cµ is the 1-dimensional representation of h[[t]], corresponding to the character h[[t]] ։
h
µ
→ C.
Since Ĥcrit is commutative, πcrit,µ is in fact a quotient algebra, which we will also denote
by HRS,µcrit . For µ = 0, we have H
RS,0
crit = H
reg
crit, which identifies with the fiber Hcrit,x at x.
The corresponding global chiral Hcrit,X -module, denoted πcrit,X , is, by definition, the vacuum
module Hcrit,X .
2.2. Wakimoto modules. In [FG2], Sect. 11.3 we defined a functor Ww0 from the category
of chiral Hcrit,X -modules to that of chiral Ag,crit,X -modules. In the present paper we will only
consider Wakimoto modules ”of type w0”, so we will omit the superscript w0 from the notation.
In particular, we obtain a functor
W : Ĥcrit –mod→ ĝcrit –mod .
Set Wcrit,µ :=W(πcrit,w0(µ)). We remark that in [F] this module was denoted by Wµ,κc , and
in [FG2] byWw0crit,µ. For µ = 0 we will denote byWcrit,X the chiral Ag,crit,X -moduleW(π
0
crit,X).
Assume now that µ is integral. Then by [FG2], Sect. 11, the Wakimoto module Wcrit,µ
is integrable with respect to the Iwahori subgroup I ⊂ G[[t]], i.e., it is naturally an object of
ĝcrit –mod
I , where the latter denotes the category of I-integrable representations of ĝcrit.
2.3. The starting point of our construction of the map mapMgeom is the following observation.
Let FlaffG = G((t))/I be the affine flag scheme of G. Let D(Fl
aff
G )crit –mod be the category of
critically twisted right D-modules on FlaffG and D(Fl
aff
G )κ –mod
I the corresponding I-equivariant
category. Recall that to M ∈ ĝcrit –mod
I and F ∈ D(GrG)crit –mod
I we can associate their
convolution
F ⋆M ∈ D(ĝcrit –mod)
I
(see [FG2], Sect. 22.5 for precise definitions). In particular, for each integral coweight λˇ of
G we have an object jλˇ,∗ of D(Fl
aff
G )crit –mod
I (see [FG2], Sect. 12.1). It is the *-extension
of the twisted right D-module on FlaffG corresponding to the constant sheaf on the I–orbit
I · λˇ(t) ⊂ FlaffG . The following proposition is a generalization of [FG2], Corollary 13.4.2:
Proposition 2.4. For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+, there exists a canonical isomorphism
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,µ ≃Wcrit,µ ⊗ l
λˇ
µ+ρ,
respecting the action of Aut(D), where lλˇµ+ρ is a 1-dimensional Aut(D)-module, corresponding
to the character
Aut(D)։ Gm
〈µ+ρ,λˇ〉
−→ Gm.
Proof. By [FG2], Corollary 13.4.1, there exists a non-canonical isomorphism
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,µ ≃Wcrit,µ.
Hence, by Proposition 13.1.2 of loc. cit., there exists an Aut(D)-equivariant line bundle LλˇH,µ
over Spec(H
RS,w0(µˇ)
crit ) and an isomorphism
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,µ ≃Wcrit,µ ⊗
H
RS,w0(µ)
crit
LλˇH,µ.
Consider the embedding Gm →֒ Aut(D) given by loop rotations c ∈ Gm 7→ (t 7→ c · t). Since
the weights of the resulting action of G on H
RS,w0(µ)
crit are non-positive, and C ⊂ H
RS,w0(µ)
crit is
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the weight zero subspace, the line bundle LλˇH,µ is of the form H
RS,w0(µ)
crit ⊗ l
λˇ
µ+ρ, where l
λˇ
µ+ρ is a
1-dimensional representation of Aut(D).
The group Aut(D) acts on lλˇµ+ρ via its projection onto Gm. We have to show that the
corresponding character of Gm is given by the integer 〈µ + ρ, λˇ〉. I.e., we have to compare
the natural actions of L0 = −t∂t ∈ Der(D) on jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,µ and Wcrit,µ, and show that their
difference equals the above integer.
Let κℏ be a one-parameter deformation of κcrit away from the critical level, and consider the
Wakimoto modulesWℏ,µℏ :=Wκℏ,µℏ , where µℏ is an ℏ-family of weights such that µℏ mod ℏ =
µ. Each of these modules is endowed with an action of L0 via the Segal-Sugawara construction.
When we shift this action by 12 · (κℏ − κcrit)
−1(µℏ, µℏ + 2 · ρ), this limiting action at κℏ = κcrit
equals the natural one on Wcrit,µ.
By [FG2], Proposition 12.5.1,
j˜κℏ,λˇ ⋆I0
Wℏ,µℏ ≃Wℏ,µℏ−νℏ ,
where νℏ is the weight such that 〈νℏ, µˇ〉 = (κℏ − κcrit)(λˇ, µˇ). Here I
0 is the pro-unipotent
radical of I and we use the convolution functor, denoted by ⋆
I0
, between I0-equivariant twisted
D-modules on F˜lG = G((t))/I
0 and I0-equivariant ĝκℏ-modules (note that since the weights
on Wℏ,µℏ are non-integral for generic ℏ, it is not I-equivariant, but only I
0-equivariant). The
corresponding I0-equivariant D-module j˜κℏ,λˇ on F˜lG was defined in [FG2], Sect. 12.1, where
the connection between the convolution functors j˜κℏ,λˇ ⋆I0
M and jλˇ,∗ ⋆ M is also discussed.
We obtain that in the limit κℏ → κcrit the resulting L0 action on jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,µ differs from
that on Wcrit,µ by the limit of
1
2
· (κℏ − κcrit)
−1(µℏ − νℏ, µℏ − νℏ + 2 · ρ)−
1
2
· (κℏ − κcrit)
−1(µℏ, µℏ + 2 · ρ),
which equals −〈µ+ ρ, λˇ〉.

2.5. Definition of map′Mgeom. Let us consider the chiralAg,crit,X -moduleWcrit,X ; it is obtained
from Wcrit,0 by the procedure described in Sect. 1.2.
In a similar fashion, we can consider a global version of FlaffG , and of the twisted D-modules
jλˇ,∗; we will denote the latter by jλˇ,∗,X .
Consider now the chiral Ag,crit,X -module jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,X . From Proposition 13.1.2 of [FG2],
we obtain that there exists a line bundle LλˇH,X over Spec(Hcrit,X), endowed with a connection
along X , and an isomorphism:
(2.1) jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,X ≃ L
λˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
Wcrit,X .
The data λˇ 7→ LλˇH,X give rise a Hˇ-torsor on Spec(Hcrit,X), once we define isomorphisms
(2.2) LλˇH,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
L
µˇ
H,X ≃ L
λˇ+µˇ
H,X
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compatible with the triple tensor products. These are defined by the requirement that the
diagram
jµˇ,∗,X ⋆ (jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,X) −−−−→ jµˇ,∗,X ⋆ (L
λˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
Wcrit,X)y ∼y
jλˇ+µˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,X L
λˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
(jµˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,X)y y
L
λˇ+µˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
Wcrit,X −−−−→ L
λˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
L
µˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
Wcrit,X
be commutative.
From Proposition 2.4, we obtain that as a plain Hcrit,X -module (i.e., disregarding the con-
nection along X), LλˇH,X is isomorphic to ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X ⊗ l
λˇ, where lλˇ is a (constant) line.
Thus, we obtain that the line bundles ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X on Spec(Hcrit,X) acquire connections
along X . These connections are compatible with the isomorphisms (2.2). These data give rise
to a morphism of D-schemes
map′Mgeom : Spec(Hcrit,X)→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X).
We will establish the following:
Proposition 2.6. The map map′Mgeom coincides with the map τ ◦map
M
alg.
A proof of this proposition will be given at the end of this section. We proceed with the
proof of Theorem 1.4.
2.7. Definition of the map mapMgeom. Let MOpGˇ,X be the (non-affine) D-scheme of Miura
opers, as defined in [F] (see also [FG2], Sect. 3). By definition, it classifies opers on X , endowed
with an additional data of reduction of the corresponding Gˇ-bundle to the subgroup Bˇ− ⊂ Gˇ,
compatible with the connection. (Here Bˇ− ⊂ Gˇ is an opposite Borel subgroup that we choose
once and for all.)
Let MOpGˇ,gen,X ⊂ MOpGˇ,X be the open subscheme, classifying generic Miura opers, as
defined in [F], Sect. 10.3 (see also [FG2], Sect. 3.3). The genericity condition is that the above
reduction to Bˇ− is at all points of X in the generic position with respect to the reduction to
Bˇ, given by the oper structure.
By loc. cit. there exists a canonical isomorphism of D-schemes
(2.3) MOpGˇ,gen,X ≃ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X).
Thus, constructing a morphism mapMgeom : Spec(Hcrit,X) → ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X) is equivalent to
constructing a morphism
(2.4) Spec(Hcrit,X)→ MOpgˇ,gen,X .
By definition, to define a map as in Sect. 2.4, we need to construct a Gˇ-bundle PGˇ,H,X on
Spec(Hcrit,X), equipped with a connection along X , endowed with an oper structure, and a
reduction to Bˇ−, which is compatible with connection, and which is in generic relative position
with respect to the reduction to Bˇ, given by the oper structure.
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We define the Gˇ-bundle PGˇ,H,X on Spec(Hcrit,X) with its oper structure as the pull-back
from PGˇ,Z,X on Spec(zg,X) via the map ϕ. To define a reduction to Bˇ
− on PGˇ,H,X we proceed
as follows:
We have the canonical embedding of chiral ĝcrit-modules
φ : Vcrit →Wcrit,0.
For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ consider the I-orbit Grλˇ,IG = I · λˇ(t) in GrG. Let jλˇ,GrG,∗ be the *-extension of
the right D-module on this orbit corresponding to the constant sheaf. Observe that Grλˇ,IG is
open and dense in the G[[t]]-orbit GrλˇG = G[[t]] · λˇ(t), so that we have a map FV λˇ → jλˇ,GrG,∗.
Furthermore, under the projection FlaffG → GrG the I-orbit I · λˇ(t) ⊂ Fl
aff
G is mapped to Gr
λˇ,I
G
one-to-one. Hence, we have an isomorphism
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ≃ jλˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆G[[t]]
Vcrit,
where ⋆
G[[t]]
denotes the convolution functor between the category of twisted D-modules on
GrG and the category of G[[t]]-equivariant ĝcrit-modules (to which Vcrit belongs). Consider the
composition:
(2.5) Γ(GrG,FV ) ≃ FV λˇ ⋆
G[[t]]
Vcrit → jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit
jλˇ,∗⋆φ
−→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit.
Hence, using (1.4) and Proposition 2.4, we obtain a map
(2.6) VλˇZ ⊗
Zregg
Vcrit → L
λˇ
H ⊗Wcrit,0,
where LλˇH := L
λˇ
H,0 ≃ H
reg
crit ⊗ l
λˇ
ρ is an in the proof of Proposition 2.4
However, by [FG2], Proposition 10.7.1, the map
Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Hregcrit →Wcrit,0
induces an isomorphism of the spaces of G[[t]]-invariants
Hregcrit → (Wcrit,0)
G[[t]].
Therefore, the map (2.6) gives rise to a map of Hcrit,X -modules, compatible with the con-
nection:
(2.7) κ−,λˇH : V
λˇ
Z ⊗
Zregg
Hregcrit → L
λˇ
H.
The same construction can be performed over the base X , and we obtain a map
(2.8) VλˇZ,X ⊗
zg,X
Vcrit,X → L
λˇ
H,X ⊗
Hcrit,X
Wcrit,X ,
and hence a map
(2.9) κ−,λˇH : V
λˇ
Z,X ⊗
zg,X
Hcrit,X → L
λˇ
H,X .
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The maps κ−,λˇH for λˇ ∈ Λˇ
+ satisfy the Plu¨cker equations since the diagrams
FV λˇ ⋆ FV µˇ −−−−→ jλˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆G[[t]]
FV µˇ
∼
−−−−→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ FV µˇy y
FV λˇ+µˇ −−−−→ jλˇ+µˇ,GrG,∗
∼
−−−−→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ jµˇ,GrG,∗
are clearly commutative. Therefore the system of maps {κ−,λˇH } defines a reduction of PGˇ,H,X
to Bˇ−. By construction, this reduction is horizontal with respect to the connection.
In order to show that this Bˇ−-reduction is in generic relative position with the oper Bˇ-
reduction it suffices to prove the following:
Proposition 2.8. The composed arrow
ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X
κλˇ
→ VλˇZ,X ⊗
zg,X
Hcrit,X
κ−,λˇ
H
→ LλˇH,X ≃ ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X ⊗ l
λˇ
is an isomorphism, which is induced by a trivialization of the Hˇ-torsor {λˇ 7→ lλˇ}.
Let us assume this proposition and finish the proof of Theorem 1.4.
First, Proposition 2.8 implies that the data (PGˇ,H,X , κ
λˇ, κ−,λˇH ) define a generic Miura oper
over Spec(Hcrit,X). This gives rise to a map Spec(Hcrit,X) → MOpgˇ,gen,X , which we compose
with the identification (2.3) to produce the sought-after mapMgeom,
The diagram (1.11) is commutative, since the map MT : ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)→ Opgˇ,X is by defini-
tion the composition of (2.3) and the tautological projection MOpgˇ,gen,X → Opgˇ,X .
In view of Proposition 2.6, it remains to show that the map mapMgeom, constructed above
coincides with map′Mgeom.
To see that, we recall from [F], Sect. 10.3 (see also [FG2], Sect. 3.3) that the map
MOpgˇ,gen,X
∼
−→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X) of (2.3) is defined as follows:
Given a Miura oper, the genericity assumption implies that the Hˇ-bundle, induced from the
Bˇ−-bundle, is isomorphic to ωρX , and hence, the latter acquires a connection.
Therefore, the connection along X on every line bundle ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X , corresponding to
mapMgeom, equals the one arising from the composed isomorphism of Proposition 2.8. The latter
equals, by definition, to the connection on ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X ⊗
OX
Hcrit,X , corresponding to the map map
′M
geom.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
2.9. Proof of Proposition 2.8. It is enough to show that for a fixed point x ∈ X the com-
position
(2.10) ω〈ρ,λˇ〉x → Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 ≃ ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
x ⊗ l
λˇ ⊗Wcrit,0
is an isomorphism onto the sub-space ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
x ⊗ lλˇ ⊂ Wcrit,0, corresponding to the generating
vector of Wcrit,0.
In fact, we claim that it is enough to show that the composition in (2.10) is non-zero. Indeed,
according to [BD], Proposition 8.1.5, the image of ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
x in Γ(GrG,FV λˇ) equals the subspace
on which the operator L0 acts with the eigenvalue −〈ρ, λˇ〉 (all other eigenvalues of L0 being
strictly greater). Similarly, the generating vector of Wcrit,0 spans the subspace corresponding
to the zero eigenvalue of L0.
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To show the non-vanishing of (2.10) we proceed as follows. Let us apply to the two sides of
the morphism
Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0
the semi-infinite cohomology functor H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗Ψ0
)
(see [FG2], Sect. 18).
As in [FG2], Sect. 18.3, we have a commutative diagram
H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)⊗Ψ0
)
−−−−→ H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]], (jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0)⊗Ψ0
)
∼
y ∼y
H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Vcrit ⊗Ψλˇ
) φ
−−−−→ H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,0 ⊗Ψλˇ
)
.
It is easy to see that under the left vertical map the image of
ω〈ρ,λˇ〉x → Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)
G[[t]] → H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)⊗Ψ0
)
is mapped to the one-dimensional vector space spanned by the image of the canonical generator
of Vcrit in
V
G[[t]]
crit → H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Vcrit ⊗Ψλˇ
)
.
Under the bottom horizontal map the latter goes to the image of the the canonical generator
of Wcrit,0 in
Hregcrit ≃ H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,0 ⊗Ψλˇ
)
,
and, in particular, it is non-zero.
2.10. Proof of Proposition 2.6. We claim that it is enough to show that the map
τ ◦map′Mgeom : Spec(Hcrit,X)→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
respects the torsor structure with respect to the D-scheme of h∗-valued one-forms on X .
Indeed, the morphism mapMalg has this property and is an isomorphism, by definition. There-
fore the difference of the two maps τ ◦ map′Mgeom − map
M
alg can be regarded as an h
∗-valued
one-form, canonically attached to the curve X . In particular, this one-form would be invariant
under Lie derivatives by all vector fields, which implies that it is equal to zero.
To verify the required property of the map map′Mgeom with respect to the torsor structure we
need to check the following:
Consider the action of Der(D) on jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 ≃ l
λˇ
ρ ⊗Wcrit,0 at some point x ∈ X , given by
the formula (1.2). This action preserves the subspace of g[[t]]-invariant vectors.
Recall that L−1 ∈ Der(D) denotes the element −∂t. Let w be an element from the 1-
dimensional vector space lλˇρ ⊂ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0.
We need to show that
L−1 ·w mod C ·w = (w0(λˇ)⊗ t
−1) ·w,
where we identify (h ⊗ t−1 · C[[t]])/C[[t]] with a sub-space of ĥcrit/h[[t]] ⊂ H
reg
h . The latter is a
straightforward calculation, performed below.
We may realize the action of Der(D) on jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 as the limit κℏ → κcrit of its actions on
j˜κℏ,λˇ,∗ ⋆I0
Wℏ,0 ≃Wℏ,−νℏ ,
given by the Segal-Sugawara construction, where νℏ is as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.
Let us note also that in order to show that two elements of Hregcrit ≃ W
G[[t]]
crit,0 are equal, it is
sufficient to analyze their images in
Hregcrit ≃ H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,0
)
.
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Let us regard H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wℏ,−νℏ
)
as acted on by the chiral algebra H′κℏ in the notation
of [FG2], Sect. 10.2. Let ĥ′
ℏ
be the corresponding central extension of h((t)).
We have a canonical isomorphism
H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wℏ,−νℏ
)
≃ π′ℏ,−νℏ := Ind
ĥ′
ℏ
h[[t]](C
−νℏ),
compatible with the Der(D)-action.
Note that for κℏ = κcrit the action of H
reg
crit onH
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,0
)
, coming from its action
on Wcrit,0, coincides with the one given by the isomorphism of chiral algebras H
′
crit,X ≃ Hcrit,X
of [FG2], 10.6, composed with the automorphism, induced by τ .
To summarize, we need to compute the action of L−1, given by the Segal-Sugawara con-
struction, on the ĥ′
ℏ
-module π′
ℏ,−νℏ
in the limit κℏ → κcrit.
If vℏ denotes the canonical generator in πℏ,−νℏ , we need to show that
L−1 · vℏ mod C · vℏ = −(λˇ⊗ t
−1) · vℏ mod ℏ.
However, this coincides with the formula for the action of the operator L−1 on the Heisenberg
algebra ĥ′
ℏ
(see [F], Sect. 5.5). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6.
3. From O-modules on FlGˇ to D-modules on GrG
3.1. Let FlGˇ be the flag variety of the group Gˇ, thought of as the quotient Gˇ/Bˇ−. Consider the
category QCoh
(
FlGˇ
)
of quasi-coherent sheaves on FlGˇ, and the corresponding derived category
D
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
.
Consider the category D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod of Hecke eigensheaves on GrG, introduced in [FG4],
Sect. 2.1 (the definition will be recalled below).
In this section we will study the functor
E : D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)
,
obtained by composing the equivalence (0.3) of [ABG] and the direct image functor (0.5), as
was explained in the Introduction. The functor E will be left-exact.
We should remark, however, that in this paper we will not formally rely on the results of
[ABG]. We will construct a functor E ”from scratch”, with loc. cit. serving as a guide.
We remark that the contents of this section have a significant intersection with Sect. 3.2.13
of [ABBGM] and Sect. 3 of [FG4].
3.2. Let us first recall the definition of the category D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod.
1
Its objects are the data of (F, αV , ∀ V ∈ Rep(Gˇ)), where F is an object of D(GrG)crit –mod,
and αV , V ∈ Rep(Gˇ)), are isomorphisms of D-modules
αV : F ⋆
G[[t]]
FV
∼
−→ V ⊗ F,
(here V denotes the vector space underlying the representation V ) such that the following two
conditions are satisfied:
• If V is the trivial representations C, then the morphism αV is the identity map.
1We remark that in [FG2] we used the category D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod when the group G was of the adjoint
type. It is easy to see, however, that the two categories are equivalent (see [AG]).
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• For V,W ∈ Rep(Gˇ) and U := V ⊗W , the diagram
(F ⋆
G[[t]]
FV ) ⋆
G[[t]]
FW
∼
−−−−→ F ⋆
G[[t]]
FU
αV ⋆
G[[t]]
idFW
y αUy
(V ⊗ F) ⋆
G[[t]]
FW U ⊗ F
∼
y ∼y
V ⊗ (F ⋆
G[[t]]
FW )
idV ⊗αW
−−−−−−→ V ⊗W ⊗ F
is commutative.
Morphisms in this category between (F, αV ) and (F
′, α′V ) are maps of D-modules φ : F → F
′,
and such that
(idV ⊗φ) ◦ αV = α
′
V ◦ (φ ⋆ idFV ).
Note that this category carries a canonical action of the group Gˇ. Indeed, for g ∈ Gˇ and an
object (F, αV ) ∈ D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod we define a new object as (F,g|V ·αV ), where g|V denotes
the automorphism by means of which g acts on the vector space underlying V .
3.3. Consider now the following general situation. Let C be an abelian category equipped with
an action of Gˇ; let act∗ : C→ QCoh(Gˇ) ⊗ C be the corresponding action functor (we refer the
reader to [FG2], Sect. 20.1 where the corresponding notions are discussed in detail).
We will describe a general framework, in which one constructs a functor
F : D+(QCoh(FlGˇ))→ D+(C),
compatible with the Gˇ-actions.
Suppose we are given a collection of Gˇ-equivariant objects Mλˇ ∈ C, λˇ ∈ Λˇ
+, and a collection
of Gˇ-equivariant morphisms
βµˇ,λˇ : V µˇ ⊗Mλˇ →Mλˇ+µˇ,
defined for µˇ ∈ Λˇ+, where the LHS is endowed with a Gˇ-equivariant structure via the diagonal
action. We will assume that for µˇ1, µˇ2 ∈ λˇ ∈ Λˇ
+ the diagram
(3.1)
V µˇ1 ⊗ V µˇ2 ⊗Mλˇ
id
V µˇ1
⊗βµˇ2,λˇ
−−−−−−−−−→ V µˇ1 ⊗Mλˇ+µˇ2y βµˇ+1,λˇ+µˇ2y
V µˇ1+µˇ2 ⊗Mλˇ
βµˇ1+µˇ2,λˇ
−−−−−−→ Mλˇ+µˇ1+µˇ2
is commutative.
One example of the above situation arises when C = QCoh(FlGˇ) and Mλˇ is taken to be L
λˇ
FlGˇ
,
i.e., the Gˇ-equivariant line bundle on FlGˇ, attached to the weight λˇ. Our normalization is such
that Γ(FlGˇ,Lλˇ
FlGˇ
) = V λˇ.
We shall now perform the following procedure in this example that will allow us to expresses
a large class of objects of QCoh(FlGˇ) in terms of the line bundles Lλˇ
FlGˇ
:
Let T be a quasi-coherent sheaf on FlGˇ obtained as the direct image of a quasi-coherent sheaf
on an affine locally closed subscheme of FlGˇ.
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For µˇ ∈ Λˇ+ consider the direct sums
T+ := ⊕
λˇ∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗ Lλˇ
FlGˇ
and
T++ := ⊕
µˇ,λˇ∈Λˇ+
V µˇ ⊗ Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗ Lλˇ
FlGˇ
.
Note that we have a canonical map
(3.2) T+ → T.
In addition, we have two maps
(3.3) T++ ⇒ T+.
The first map comes from the canonical map
(3.4) V µˇ ⊗ Lλˇ
FlGˇ
→ Lλˇ+µˇ
FlGˇ
,
tensored with the identity on each Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
). The second map comes from the map
V µˇ ⊗ Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
)→ Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ
FlGˇ
),
tensored with the identity map on Lλˇ
FlGˇ
.
The proof of the following result is straightforward.
Lemma 3.4. The map (3.2) identifies T with the co-equalizer of the map (3.3).
We will now perform the same construction in a category C equipped with the above struc-
tures. For T as above consider two objects of C defined as:
F(T)+ := ⊕
λˇ∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗Mλˇ
and
F(T)++ := ⊕
µˇ,λˇ∈Λˇ+
V µˇ ⊗ Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗Mλˇ.
The maps βµˇ,λˇ and (3.4) give rise to two morphisms:
(3.5) F(T)++ ⇒ F(T)+.
Define F(T) as the co-equalizer of the above maps. It is clear that if T is Gˇ (or Bˇ)-equivariant,
then so is F(T). Set
(3.6) Mw0 := F(Cw0),
where Cw0 is the sky-scraper at the Bˇ-invariant point w0 ∈ Fl
Gˇ. By the above, Mw0 is Bˇ-
equivariant.
To extend the functor F to arbitrary quasi-coherent sheaves on FlGˇ, we need to make a
digression and discuss the following general construction.
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3.5. Coherent convolutions. Let C be as above, M ∈ C an object equivariant with respect to
Bˇ ⊂ Gˇ, and let T be a quasi-coherent sheaf on FlGˇ. Let us identify FlGˇ with the quotient Gˇ/Bˇ,
by the action of Gˇ on the point w0 ∈ Fl
Gˇ := Gˇ/Bˇ− stabilized by Bˇ. Let T˜ be the Bˇ-equivariant
quasi-coherent sheaf on Gˇ, corresponding to T.
Consider the object T˜ ⊗
Fun(Gˇ)
act∗(M) ∈ QCoh(Gˇ)⊗ C. Regarded as an object of C, it carries
an action of Bˇ by automorphisms, compatible with the action of the latter on Fun(Gˇ) by right
translations.
We define the convolution T ∗M ∈ C as
(3.7) T ∗M =
(
T˜ ⊗
Fun(Gˇ)
act∗(M)
)Bˇ
.
Keeping M ∈ C fixed, we can regard T 7→ T ∗M as a functor QCoh(Gˇ)→ C. This functor is
evidently left exact, and we will denote by T
R
∗M its right derived functor.
It is easy to see that if T is isomorphic to the direct image of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an
affine locally closed subscheme of FlGˇ, then we have an isomorphism T
R
∗M ≃ T ∗M.
Let us consider some examples of the above situation. Take first C = QCoh(FlGˇ) with the
natural action of Gˇ, and let M be Cw0–the skyscraper at the the point w0 ∈ Fl
Gˇ. Since this
point is fixed by Bˇ, the object Cw0 is Bˇ-equivariant.
It is clear that in this case the functor T 7→ T∗Cw0 is tautologically isomorphic to the identity
functor.
Suppose now that F is a left-exact functor QCoh(FlGˇ) → C, compatible with the actions
of Gˇ in the evident sense. Set Mw0 := F(Cw0). This object is Bˇ-equivariant, by transport of
structure.
We then obtain a functorial isomorphism:
(3.8) F(T) ≃ T ∗Mw0 .
Finally, let us consider the case C = D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, and let us write down the convolution
functors more explicitly.
Namely, for an object M := (F, αV ) to be Bˇ-equivariant means that F, as an object of
D(GrG)crit –mod, is endowed with an algebraic action of Bˇ by automorphisms, and the mor-
phisms
αV : F ⋆
G[[t]]
FV ≃ V ⊗ F
respect the Bˇ-action, where on the LHS the action comes by functoriality from the Bˇ-action
on F, and on the RHS it is diagonal with respect to the natural Bˇ-action on V .
Then the object of D(GrG)crit –mod, underlying T ∗M is given by
(
T˜⊗F
)Bˇ
. (It is also easy
to write down the remaining data of T ∗M making it into an object of D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod.)
3.6. Let us return to the framework of Sect. 3.3. Let Mw0 be given by (3.6). From the
construction we have:
Lemma 3.7. For T, which is the direct image of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine locally
closed subscheme of FlGˇ, there exists a canonical isomorphism
F(T) ≃ T
R
∗Mw0 .
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We now define the functor
F : D+
(
QCoh(FlGˇ)
)
→ D+ (C)
by the formula
F(T) := T
R
∗Mw0 .
Lemma 3.7 implies that for T being the direct image of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine
locally closed subscheme of FlGˇ, this definition agrees with the one of Sect. 3.3.
Let Lλˇ
FlGˇw0
denote the line equal to the fiber of the line bundle Lλˇ
FlGˇ
at the point w0 ∈ Fl
Gˇ.
We will regard it as equipped with an action of Bˇ given by the character w0(λˇ).
We have the following general assertion, valid in the set-up of Sect. 3.5, whose proof is
straightforward:
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a Gˇ-equivariant object of C. Then for T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇ) and µˇ ∈ Λˇ there
exists a canonical isomorphism
T
R
∗
(
L
µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗M
)
≃ RΓ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ Lµˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗M.
By construction, for λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ we have a map
(3.9) L−λˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mλˇ →Mw0 ,
of Bˇ-equivariant objects of C. Hence, by functoriality, and using Lemma 3.8, we obtain a map
(3.10) Mλˇ → L
λˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗Mw0 := F(L
λˇ
FlGˇ
).
We are going to show now that under some additional hypotheses the map (3.10) is in fact an
isomorphism for large enough λˇ ∈ Λˇ+. We will make the following two additional assumptions:
(A) The maps βµˇ,λˇ : V µˇ ⊗Mλˇ → Mλˇ+µˇ are surjective once λˇ is deep enough in the dominant
chamber. (In our main example, namely, D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, the surjectivity will hold for all λˇ
that are regular.)
(B) The objects Mµˇ are Artinian, and for every Bˇ-equivariant object M, which is Artinian as
an object of C, the higher cohomologies of Lλˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗M vanish for all λˇ that are large enough (i.e.,
deep enough in the dominant chamber).
We start with the following
Lemma 3.9. Assume that condition (A) holds. Then the map
(3.11) L−µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ →Mw0
is surjective for µˇ deep inside the dominant chamber.
Proof. By assumption (A), there exists µˇ ∈ Λˇ+ such that the maps βνˇ,µˇ are surjective for all
νˇ ∈ Λˇ+. Let µˇ′ ∈ Λˇ+ be such that µˇ′ − µˇ =: νˇ ∈ Λˇ+. Then we have a commutative diagram
L
−µˇ′
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ′ −−−−→ Mw0
βνˇ,µˇ
x (3.11)x
L
−µˇ′
FlGˇw0
⊗ V νˇ ⊗Mµˇ −−−−→ L
−µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ,
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and hence the image of the upper horizontal arrow is contained in that of (3.11), since the left
vertical arrow is surjective.
For an arbitrary µˇ′′ ∈ Λˇ+ we can find νˇ′ ∈ Λˇ+ such that µˇ′ := µˇ′′ + νˇ′ satisfies µˇ′ − µˇ ∈ Λˇ+.
Then we have a commutative diagram
L
−µˇ′
FlGˇw0
⊗ V νˇ
′
⊗Mµˇ′′ −−−−→ L
−µˇ′′
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ′′
βνˇ
′,µˇ′′
y y
L
−µˇ′
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ′ −−−−→ Mw0 .
Since the upper horizontal arrow in this diagram (which comes from the map V νˇ
′
⊗OFlGˇ → L
νˇ′′
FlGˇ
)
is surjective, we obtain that the image of L−µˇ
′′
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ′′ inMw0 is contained in that of L
−µˇ′
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ′,
and the latter is contained in the image of (3.11), as we have seen above.
SinceMw0 is by definition the quotient of the direct sum ⊕
λˇ∈Λˇ+
L−λˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mλˇ, whose components
map to Mw0 by means of (3.11), we obtain the statement of the lemma. 
Proposition 3.10. Assume that conditions (A) and (B) hold. Then the map (3.10) is an
isomorphism for all λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ that are large enough.
Proof. By assumption (B) and Lemma 3.9, Mw0 is Artinian. Applying assumption (B) once
more, we obtain that Lλˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗Mw0 has no higher cohomologies for λˇ large enough.
Let us prove the surjectivity of the map
(3.12) Mλˇ → L
λˇ
FlGˇ
∗Mw0 ,
provided that λˇ is large.
Let M′ denote the kernel of this map. Let λˇ be large so that Lλˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗ M′ has no higher
cohomologies. Assume also that λˇ− µˇ is dominant.
We obtain a short exact sequence
0→ Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗M′ → Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗ (L−µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ)։ L
λˇ
FlGˇ
∗Mw0 → 0,
that fits into the commutative diagram
Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗ (L−µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇ) −−−−→ L
λˇ
FlGˇ
∗Mw0
Lemma 3.8
y (3.12)x
V λˇ−µˇ ⊗Mµˇ
βλˇ−µˇ,µˇ
−−−−−→ Mλˇ,
implying surjectivity of the right vertical arrow for λˇ as above.
Now we prove the injectivity of (3.12). Let M′′ denote the kernel of the map (3.9). By
(B), we can find a finite collection of elements (µˇi, νˇi), so that M
′′ is contained in the image
of ⊕
i
V νˇi ⊗ L−µˇi−νˇi
FlGˇw0
⊗Mµˇi under the difference of the two maps in (3.5). Let M
′′′ denote the
pre-image of M′′ in the above direct sum. Let us assume that λˇ is such that Lλˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗M′′′ does
not have higher cohomologies. To prove the injectivity of (3.12), it suffices to prove that the
map
Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗M′′′ → Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗M′′ →֒ Lλˇ
FlGˇ
∗ (L−λˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Mλˇ) ≃Mλˇ
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is zero, but this follows from the commutativity of (3.1).

3.11. An explicit resolution. Let us return to the case when T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇ) is the direct
image of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine subvariety of Gˇ. For a non-negative integer i
consider the following object of C
F(T)+(i) := ⊕
µˇi,...,µˇ1,λˇ∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ1−...−µˇi
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi ⊗Mλˇ.
We have i+1 maps dji : F(T)
+(i) → F(T)+(i−1), where d0i comes from (3.4), d
i
i comes from β
µˇi,λˇ,
and dki with 0 < k < i comes from the natural map V
µˇk ⊗ V µˇk+1 → V µˇk+µˇk+1 .
Let di be the alternating sum of the d
j
i ’s. The commutativity of (3.1) implies that di−1 ◦di =
0, i.e.,
...→ F(T)+(i+1) → F(T)+(i) → F(T)+(i−1) → ...
is a complex. We will denote it by C(F(T))+.
Proposition 3.12. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.10, the natural map C(F(T))+ →
F(T) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Before giving a proof let us consider the following construction. For an element λˇ0 ∈ Λˇ
+, let
C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
be a sub-complex of C(F(T))+ consisting of terms
F(T)
+(i)
≥λˇ0
:= ⊕
µˇ1,...,µˇi,λˇ;λˇ−λˇ0∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−λˇ−µˇ1−...−µˇi
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi ⊗Mλˇ.
The next assertion holds in the general framework of Sect. 3.3:
Lemma 3.13. The embedding
(3.13) C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
→֒ C(F(T))+
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. As in (3.5), we have two pairs of maps
C(F(T ⊗ L−λˇ0
FlGˇ
))+ ⊗ V λˇ0 ⇒ C(F(T))+, and C(F(T ⊗ L−λˇ0
FlGˇ
))+
≥λˇ0
⊗ V λˇ0 ⇒ C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
but it is easy to see that they are tautologically pairwise homotopic.
Let Y ⊂ FlGˇ be an affine subvariety, which T was the direct image from. Let us choose a
splitting, denoted by s, of the surjection
OY ⊗ V
λˇ0 → Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
|Y.
Then for each µˇ we obtain a splitting
Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−µˇ−λˇ0
FlGˇ
)⊗ V λˇ0
s
⇆ Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ L−µˇ
FlGˇ
).
We obtain a map
C(F(T))+
s
→ C(F(T ⊗ L−λˇ0
FlGˇ
))+ ⊗ V λˇ0
βλˇ0,?
−→ C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
,
which is easily seen to be the inverse to the embedding (3.13), up to homotopy.

To prove Proposition 3.12 we shall first consider the case when C = QCoh(FlGˇ) and F is the
identity functor.
Lemma 3.14. Proposition 3.12 holds for C = QCoh(FlGˇ) and F = Id.
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Proof. In the case under consideration, we will use a shorthand notation C(T)+ (resp., C(T)+
≥λˇ0
).
For a given T it suffices to show that for any λˇ0 ∈ Λˇ
+ the complex of vector spaces
Γ
(
FlGˇ,C(T)+ ⊗ Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
)
is quasi-isomorphic to Γ(FlGˇ,T ⊗ Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
).
The above complex is tautologically isomorphic to the complex Γ
(
FlGˇ,C(T⊗Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
)+
≥λˇ0
)
, and
by Lemma 3.13, the latter is quasi-isomorphic to Γ
(
FlGˇ,C(T⊗Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
)+
)
. Setting T′ := T⊗Lλˇ0
FlGˇ
,
we need to verify the exactness of the complex
...→ ⊕
µˇ1,...,µˇi,µˇi+1∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T′ ⊗ L
−µˇ1−...−µˇi−µˇi+1
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi ⊗ V µˇi+1 → ...
...→ ⊕
µˇ1,...,µˇi∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T′ ⊗ L−µˇ1−...−µˇi
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi → ...
→ ⊕
µˇ∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T′ ⊗ L−µˇ
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ → Γ(FlGˇ,T′).
However, this complex admits an explicit homotopy
h
i : ⊕
µˇ1,...,,µˇi∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T′ ⊗ L−µˇ1−...−µˇi
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi →
→ ⊕
µˇ1,...,µˇi,µˇi+1∈Λˇ+
Γ(FlGˇ,T′ ⊗ L
−λˇ−µˇ1−...−µˇi−µˇi+1
FlGˇ
)⊗ V µˇ1 ⊗ ...⊗ V µˇi ⊗ V µˇi+1 ,
obtained by taking µˇi+1 = 0.

Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.12:
Proof. According to Lemma 3.13, it suffices to show that
C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
→ T
R
∗Ww0
is a quasi-isomorphism for any λˇ0 ∈ Λˇ
+. We take λˇ0 to be sufficiently large so that the
conclusion of Proposition 3.10 holds.
Then we have:
C(F(T))+
≥λˇ0
≃ C(T)+
≥λˇ0
R
∗Ww0 ,
and the assertion follows from the fact that C(T)+
≥λˇ0
is quasi-isomorphic to T, as we have seen
above.

3.15. The functor. We are now going to apply the above general discussion to the category
C = D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, and construct the sought-after functor
E : D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)
.
Let R(Gˇ) denote the left-regular representation of Gˇ, and let FR(Gˇ) be the corresponding
object of D(GrG)crit –mod. However, it is easy to see that FR(Gˇ) is naturally an object of
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, and, moreover, as such it is Gˇ-equivariant. Furthermore, the assignment
F 7→ F ⋆
G[[t]]
FR(Gˇ)
defines an equivalence between D(GrG)crit –mod and the category of Gˇ-equivariant objects of
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod.
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Following [FG4], we will denote the above functor also by IndHecke. When viewed as a functor
D(GrG)crit –mod→ D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, it is the left adjoint to the tautological forgetful functor.
For an element λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ consider the Gˇ-equivariant object of D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod equal to
IndHecke(jλˇ,GrG,∗).
Lemma-Construction 3.16. For two elements λˇ, µˇ ∈ Λˇ+ there exists a canonical map
(3.14) V µˇ ⊗ IndHecke(jλˇ,GrG,∗)→ Ind
Hecke(jλˇ+µˇ,GrG,∗).
Proof. We can rewrite
V µˇ ⊗ IndHecke(jλˇ,GrG,∗) ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ FV µˇ ⋆G[[t]]
FR(Gˇ)
and
IndHecke(jλˇ+µˇ,GrG,∗) ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ jµˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆G[[t]]
FR(Gˇ).
The sought-after morphism comes from the map
FV µˇ ≃ ICGrµˇG
→ jµˇ,GrG,∗.

It is easy to see that the morphism of Lemma-Construction 3.16 respects the natural Gˇ-
equivariant structures on both sides, and the resulting diagrams (3.1) are commutative.
Thus, we find ourselves in the framework of Sections 3.3 and 3.6. We set E to be the
resulting functor D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)
. We let Ww0 denote the object
E(W0) ∈ D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod.
3.17. By the results of the previous subsection, for every λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ we have a canonical map
(3.15) IndHecke(jλˇ,GrG,∗)→ L
λˇ
FlGˇ
R
∗Ww0 =: E(L
λˇ
FlGˇ
).
We claim that assumptions (A) and (B) of Proposition 3.10 hold in our situation. Indeed,
assumption (A) follows from [ABBGM], Proposition 2.3.2. The Artinian property of assumption
(B) follows from [ABBGM], Corollary 1.3.10. To prove the cohomology vanishing property, we
can assume that the object in question is irreducible. Hence, again by [ABBGM], Corollary
1.3.10, it is of the form IndHecke(F) for some irreducible F ∈ D(GrG)crit –mod
I , and the Bˇ-
equivariant structure is given by some character λˇ′ ∈ Λˇ. The vanishing of higher cohomologies
follows from the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem for all λˇ with λˇ+ λˇ′ ∈ Λˇ+.
Thus, we obtain that the map (3.15) is an isomorphism for all λˇ that are deep enough in the
dominant chamber. We shall now establish a strengthening of this result:
Proposition 3.18. The map (3.15) is an isomorphism for any λˇ ∈ Λˇ+.
This proposition implies that our functor E coincides with the one coming from the equiva-
lence of [ABG]. Before giving a proof we need to make a couple of observations.
Since the objects jλˇ,GrG,∗ are I-equivariant, by construction, the functor E factors as
D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)I
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)
.
In particular, its image belongs to D+(D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)I0
, the latter being a full triangulated
subcategory of D+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)
.
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Proposition 3.19. For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ and T ∈ D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇ
))
there exists a functorial isomor-
phism
E(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ T) ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ E(T) ∈ D
+
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
)I
Proof. By the construction of the functor E, it suffices to show that jλˇ,∗ ⋆Ww0 is isomorphic to
Lλˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗Ww0 as a Bˇ-equivariant object of D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I .
Since the functor jλˇ,∗⋆? is right exact, jλˇ,∗ ⋆Ww0 equals the co-equalizer of the maps
⊕
µˇ,λˇ′
V µˇ ⊗ L−λˇ
′−µˇ
FlGˇw0
⊗ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
Hecke(jλˇ′,GrG,∗)⇒ ⊕
λˇ′′
L−λˇ
′′
FlGˇw0
⊗ IndHecke(jλˇ′′,GrG,∗).
Recall that jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
Hecke(jλˇ′,GrG,∗) ≃ Ind
Hecke(jλˇ+λˇ′,GrG,∗). Therefore, we obtain that the
assertion of the proposition holds from Lemma 3.13.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 3.18.
Proof. Let λˇ be as in the proposition, and let λˇ′ be large so that the map
IndHecke(jλˇ+λˇ′,GrG,∗)→ E(L
λˇ+λˇ′
FlGˇ
)
is an isomorphism. Let us apply the functor jλˇ′,∗⋆? to the two sides of (3.15). We obtain a
commutative diagram
jλˇ′,∗ ⋆ Ind
Hecke(jλˇ,GrG,∗)
(3.15)
−−−−→ jλˇ′,∗ ⋆ E(L
λˇ
FlGˇ
)y Proposition 3.19y
IndHecke(jλˇ+λˇ′,GrG,∗)
(3.15)
−−−−→ E(Lλˇ+λˇ
′
FlGˇ
),
and our assertion follows from the fact that the functor jλˇ′,∗⋆? is a self-equivalence of
D+(D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod)
I

4. Identification of Wakimoto modules
The goal of this section is to formulate a result, Theorem 4.8, that will describe Wakimoto
modules in terms of the equivalence (0.2) and the functor E.
4.1. The category. We begin by spelling out the constructions of the previous section in a
relative situation, namely, over the scheme Spec(Zregg ) = Op
reg
gˇ . Recall that over Spec(Z
reg
g )
there exists a canonical Gˇ-torsor, denoted PGˇ,Z, that corresponds to the tautological Gˇ-torsor
PGˇ,Opregg over Op
reg
gˇ under the isomorphism Spec(Z
reg
g )→ Op
reg
gˇ induced by mapalg = mapgeom.
We will denote by PBˇ,Z its reduction to Bˇ, corresponding to the oper structure on PGˇ,Opregg .
For V ∈ Rep(Gˇ), recall that VZ denotes the associated vector bundle over Spec(Z
reg
g ).
Following [FG4], we introduce the category D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod as follows. Its objects are
the data of (F, αV , ∀ V ∈ Rep(Gˇ)), where F is an object of D(GrG)crit –mod, endowed with
an action of the algebra Zregg by endomorphisms, and αV , V ∈ Rep(Gˇ)), are isomorphisms of
D-modules
αV : F ⋆ FV
∼
−→ VZ ⊗
Zregg
F,
compatible with the action of Zregg on both sides, and such that the following two conditions
are satisfied:
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• If V is the trivial representations C, then the morphism αV is the identity map.
• For V,W ∈ Rep(Gˇ) and U := V ⊗W , the diagram
(F ⋆ FV ) ⋆ FW
∼
−−−−→ F ⋆ FU
αV ⋆idFW
y αUy
(VZ ⊗
Zregg
F) ⋆ FW UZ ⊗
Zregg
F
∼
y ∼y
VZ ⊗
Zregg
(F ⋆ FW )
idVZ ⊗αW
−−−−−−−→ VZ ⊗
Zregg
WZ ⊗
Zregg
F
is commutative.
Morphisms in this category between (F, αV ) and (F
′, α′V ) are maps of D-modules φ : F → F
′
that are compatible with the actions of Zregg on both sides, and such that
(idVZ ⊗φ) ◦ αV = α
′
V ◦ (φ ⋆ idFV ).
Note that the Gˇ-torsor PGˇ,Z can be (non-canonically) trivialized. A choice of such a triv-
ialization defines an equivalence between D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod and the category consisting of
objects of D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, endowed with an action of the algebra Z
reg
g .
Let R(Gˇ)Z denote the direct image of Zregg onto pt /Gˇ, regarded as an object of Rep(Gˇ),
endowed with a commuting action of Zregg . Let FR(Gˇ)Z be the corresponding object of
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod.
As in the case of FR(Gˇ), one shows that FR(Gˇ)Z is naturally an object of D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod.
Moreover, the assignment
F 7→ F ⋆
G[[t]]
FR(Gˇ)Z
defines a functor D(GrG)crit –mod→ D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod, denoted, Ind
HeckeZ , which is the left
adjoint to the tautological forgetful functor.
4.2. The functor to ĝcrit –modreg. Let us now recall the definition of the functor Γ
HeckeZ :
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod→ ĝcrit –modreg, following [FG2] and [FG4].
Consider the groupoid
(4.1) IsomGˇ,Zregg : Spec(Z
reg
g ) ×
pt /Gˇ
Spec(Zregg ),
where the morphism Spec(Zregg )→ pt /Gˇ corresponds to the Gˇ-bundle PGˇ,Z on Spec(Z
reg
g ). Let
1IsomGˇ,Zregg
denote the unit section Spec(Zregg ) → IsomGˇ,Zregg . As shown in loc. cit., for every
object FH ∈ D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod, the ĝcrit-module Γ(GrG,F
H) carries a natural action of the
algebra Fun(IsomGˇ,Zregg ) by endomorphisms. We then define the functor Γ
HeckeZ by
FH 7→ Γ(GrG,F
H) ⊗
Fun(IsomGˇ,Zregg
),1∗
Isom
Gˇ,Z
reg
g
Zregg .
For F ∈ D(GrG)crit –mod we have a natural isomorphism:
ΓHeckeZ(GrG, Ind
HeckeZ(F)) ≃ Γ(GrG,F).
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In [FG2] we conjectured that the functor ΓHeckeZ is exact and defines an equivalence of
categories D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod and ĝcrit –modreg. In [FG4], Theorem 1.7, we proved that the
corresponding functor
(4.2) D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0 → ĝcrit –mod
I0
reg,
between the I0-equivariant categories, is indeed an equivalence of categories.
4.3. The functor EZ. Let GˇZ be the group-scheme over Spec(Z
reg
g ) equal to the adjoint twist of
Gˇ by means of PGˇ,Z. By construction, D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod, viewed as a category over Spec(Z
reg
g )
carries an action of GˇZ in the same way as D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod carried an action of Gˇ.
Let BˇZ denote the group-subscheme of GˇZ, corresponding to the reduction PBˇ,Z of PGˇ,Z to
Bˇ. Let FlGˇZ be the scheme over Spec(Z
reg
g ), classifying reductions of PGˇ,Z to Bˇ
− ⊂ Gˇ, i.e.,
FlGˇZ = PGˇ,Z
Gˇ
× FlGˇ .
The group-scheme GˇZ acts naturally on Fl
Gˇ
Z .
The BˇZ-orbits on Fl
Gˇ
Z are in a natural bijection with the elements of the Weyl group; for
w ∈ W we will denote by FlGˇw,Z ⊂ Fl
Gˇ
Z the Schubert stratum, corresponding to the coset
Bˇ · w−1 · Bˇ−.
For w = 1, this is an open subscheme of FlGˇZ . For w = w0, the subscheme Fl
Gˇ
w0,Z ⊂ Fl
Gˇ
Z is
the section of the natural projection
p : FlGˇZ → Spec(Z
reg
g ),
corresponding to the reduction PBˇ,Z of PGˇ,Z. The stabilizer of Fl
Gˇ
w0,Z in GˇZ is, by definition,
BˇZ.
For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+, let Lλˇ
FlGˇ
Z
denote the corresponding GˇZ-equivariant line bundle on Fl
Gˇ
Z , normalized
so that
p∗(L
λˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) ≃ VλˇZ.
As in the case of FlGˇ and D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod, we construct a functor
(4.3) EZ : D+
(
QCoh(FlGˇZ )
)
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
)
.
It is obtained as the convolution EZ(T) = T
R
∗ WZw0 , where W
Z
w0 is a BˇZ-equivariant object of
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod that can be recovered as E
Z(OFlGˇw0,Z
).
Explicitly, for T being the direct image of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine locally closed
subscheme of FlGˇZ (in particular, for T = OFlGˇw0,Z
), the object EZ(T) is defined as follows:
Set
EZ(T)+ := ⊕
λˇ∈Λˇ+
p∗(T ⊗ L
−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) ⊗
Zregg
IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,GrG,∗)
and
EZ(T)++ := ⊕
µˇ,λˇ∈Λˇ+
V
µˇ
Z ⊗
Zregg
p∗(T ⊗ L
−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) ⊗
Zregg
IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,GrG,∗)
Then EZ(T) is, by definition, the co-equalizer of the map
E
Z(T)++ ⇒ EZ(T)+.
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We now set WZw0 = E
Z(OFlGˇw0,Z
). It follows from the construction that WZw0 is a BˇZ-
equivariant object of D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod. Having defined W
Z
w0 , we define the functor (4.3)
as follows:
We have a functor
act∗Z : D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod→ QCoh(GˇZ) ⊗
Zregg
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
corresponding to the action of GˇZ on D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod. Let T be a quasi-coherent sheaf on
FlGˇZ and T˜ the corresponding BˇZ-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on GˇZ. We set
(4.4) EZ(T) := T
R
∗WZw0 := R Inv
(
BˇZ, T˜ ⊗
Fun(GˇZ)
act∗Z(W
Z
w0)
)
,
where R Inv
(
BˇZ, ?
)
denotes the derived functor of BˇZ-invariants.
The object of D+ (D(GrG)crit –mod), underlying E
Z(T), can be explicitly written as follows:
E
Z(T) = R Inv
(
BˇZ, T˜ ⊗
Zregg
WZw0
)
.
The next lemma follows from Proposition 3.18:
Lemma 4.4. For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ we have:
EZ(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) ≃ IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,GrG,∗).
Let now λˇ and µˇ be two elements of Λˇ+. As in Lemma-Construction 3.16 we have a canonical
map
(4.5) VµˇZ ⊗
Zregg
IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,GrG,∗)→ Ind
HeckeZ(jλˇ+µˇ,GrG,∗),
and a commutative diagram:
EZ(p∗(VµˇZ)⊗ L
λˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) −−−−→ VµˇZ ⊗
Zregg
IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,GrG,∗)y y
EZ(Lλˇ+µˇ
FlGˇ
Z
) −−−−→ IndHeckeZ(jλˇ+µˇ,GrG,∗).
Finally, as in the case of E, the functor EZ factors as
D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇZ )
)
→ D+(D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod)
I → D+(D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod),
and as in Proposition 3.19, we have:
(4.6) jλˇ,∗ ⋆ E
Z(T) ≃ EZ(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
Z
⊗ T).
4.5. The functor G. Let us denote by G the functor
ΓHeckeZ ◦ EZ : D+
(
QCoh
(
FlGˇZ )
)
→ D+(ĝcrit –modreg)
I0 .
The goal of the rest of this paper is to describe the relationship between this functor and
Wakimoto modules.
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4.6. FlGˇZ and Miura opers. Recall the D-scheme MOpgˇ,X of Miura opers, and let MOp
reg
gˇ
be the corresponding scheme, attached to the formal disc. By the construction of mapgeom,
it identifies the Gˇ-torsors PGˇ,Z over Spec(Z
reg
g ) and PGˇ,Opreggˇ
over Opreggˇ . Hence, we have an
isomorphism
(4.7)
FlGˇZ
∼
−−−−→ MOpreggˇ
p
y y
Spec(Zregg )
mapgeom
−−−−−→ Opreggˇ .
For every w ∈ W , let MOpw,reggˇ ⊂ MOp
reg
gˇ be the corresponding Schubert cell; under the
isomorphism (4.7), MOpw,reggˇ goes over to Fl
Gˇ
w,Z. Let MOp
w,th,reg
gˇ (resp., Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z) denote the
formal neighborhood of MOpw,reggˇ in MOp
reg
gˇ (resp., of Fl
Gˇ
w,Z in Fl
Gˇ
Z ).
Recall the D-scheme ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), and let ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
) (resp., ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
)) be the scheme
(resp., ind-scheme) of its sections over the formal (resp., punctured) disc around x. Recall
the isomorphism (2.3) ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X) ≃ MOpgˇ,gen,X . Taking the fibers at x ∈ X we obtain an
isomorphism
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
) ≃ MOp1,reggˇ .
From [FG2], Sect. 3.6, we obtain that the above isomorphism generalizes to the following
canonical isomorphism
(4.8) ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ ≃ ⊔
w∈W
MOpw,th,reggˇ .
From (1.11), we obtain a commutative diagram of ind-schemes
Spec(Ĥcrit)
mapMgeom
−−−−−→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
)
ϕ
y MTy
Spec(Zg)
mapgeom
−−−−−→ Opgˇ(D
×).
Combing this with (4.8), we obtain an isomorphism
(4.9) Spec(Ĥcrit) ×
Spec(Zg)
Spec(Zregg ) ≃ ⊔
w∈W
FlGˇw,th,Z,
which will play a crucial role for the rest of this paper.
4.7. Relation to Wakimoto modules. Recall from Sect. 2.2 the functor W : Ĥcrit –mod →
ĝcrit –mod. In particular, we obtain a functor
QCoh
(
Spec(Ĥcrit) ×
Spec(Zg)
Spec(Zregg )
)
→ ĝcrit –modreg .
Using (4.9), for each element w of the Weyl group, we obtain a functor
(4.10) wW : QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)→ ĝcrit –modreg .
The direct image functor identifies QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) with a full subcategory of QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
Z ).
Our main result compares the functors wW and G|QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z)
:
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Theorem 4.8. For T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) there exists a canonical isomorphism:
wW(T) ≃ G
(
T ⊗
O
FlGˇ
w,th,Z
L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z
|FlGˇ
w,th,Z
)
.
4.9. Some particular cases. For a weight µ ∈ h∗, letWcrit,µ be the corresponding Wakimoto
module (see Sect. 2.2). By definition, it is induced from the Ĥcrit-module Fun(H
RS,w0(µ)
crit ).
Its support over Spec(Zg) is contained in Spec(Z
RS,̟(−w0(µ)+ρ)
g ). Let us take µ = w(ρ) − ρ;
then Spec(Z
RS,̟(−w0(µ)+ρ)
g ) = Spec(Z
nilp
g ).
We introduce the module
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg :=Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg .
This is the maximal quotient of Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ that belongs to the category ĝcrit –modreg. In
the particular case when w = 1, the module Wcrit,0 is itself supported over Spec(Z
reg
g ), and so
Wcrit,0 →Wcrit,1,reg is an isomorphism.
We would like now to apply Theorem 4.8 and describe the above modules in terms of objects
of D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod.
For every λ ∈ h∗ we can consider the D-scheme ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
RS,λ, whose restriction to X − x
is isomorphic to ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), and whose fiber at x identifies with ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)RS,λ, where the
latter is as in [FG2], Sect. 3.5. By definition, ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
RS,λ is the scheme of connections on
the Hˇ-bundle ωρX that have a pole of order 1 at x with residue λ.
Let us take λ = ρ− w(ρ). By [FG2], Sect. 3.6, the morphism
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)→ MOpgˇ,X ,
given by (2.3), composed with the tautological embedding MOpgˇ,gen,X →֒ MOpgˇ,X extends to
a map of D-schemes
(4.11) ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
RS,ρ−w(ρ) ×
Opnilp
gˇ,X
Opreggˇ,X → MOpgˇ,X ,
where Opnilpgˇ,X is the D-scheme of opers with a nilpotent singularity at x.
The resulting map on the level of fibers fits into a commutative diagram
(4.12)
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)RS,ρ−w(ρ) ×
Opnilpgˇ
Opreggˇ
∼
−−−−→ MOpw,reggˇ −−−−→ MOp
reg
gˇy y
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ
(4.8)
−−−−→ ⊔
w∈W
MOpw,th,reggˇ .
The left portion of the upper horizontal arrow is an isomorphism, and hence it identi-
fies ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)RS,ρ−w(ρ) ×
Opnilp
gˇ
Opreggˇ with the reduced scheme of a connected component of
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ .
Combining this with the isomorphism H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ≃ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)RS,ρ−w(ρ), induced by
mapMgeom, we obtain an isomorphism:
(4.13) Spec
(
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg
)
≃ FlGˇw,Z,
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where regular functions on the (affine) scheme on the LHS is, by definition, the Ĥcrit-module
that Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg is induced from. In other words,
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ≃ wW(OFlGˇw,Z
).
Let us introduce a short-hand notation WZw := E
Z(OFlGˇw,Z
). As we will see below, for every
λˇ ∈ Λˇ and w ∈ W , the restriction of the line bundle Lλˇ
FlGˇ
Z
to FlGˇw,Z is constant and isomorphic
to lλˇw(ρ) ⊗ OFlGˇw,Z
, where lλˇw(ρ) is as in Proposition 2.4. Hence, we obtain:
Theorem 4.10. There exists a canonical isomorphism
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ l
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
w(ρ) ≃ Γ
HeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
w).
We should note that a particular case of Theorem 4.10, namely, for w = w0 has been
established in [FG4], and it was a key calculation on which the proof of the main result of loc.
cit. was based. The method of proof of Theorem 4.10 for a general w presented below will be
quite different.
Taking w = 1, we obtain the following description of the ”main” Wakimoto module:
Theorem 4.11. There exists a canonical isomorphism
Wcrit,0 ≃ Γ
HeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
1 ).
Our strategy for the proof of Theorem 4.8 will be as follows. First, we will prove Theo-
rem 4.11; this will be done in Sect. 5 by a rather explicit argument. Then, in Sect. 6, we will
prove Theorem 4.10. In Sect. 7 we will prove a weakened version of Theorem 4.8: namely, we
will show that
wW(T) ≃ G
(
Ltwistw ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)
T
)
,
where Ltwistw is a certain bi-module over the topological algebra Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z).
Finally, in Sect. 9, we will show that the left and right actions of Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z) on L
twist
w
coincide, and that it is an invertible sheaf canonically isomorphic to L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z
|FlGˇw,th,Z
.
4.12. A BGG type resolution. As an application of Theorem 4.8, we construct a BGG type
resolution of the vacuum module Vcrit. For an element w ∈ W let Distw denote the O-module
on FlGˇZ underlying the left D-module of distributions on the Schubert cell Fl
Gˇ
w,Z. This O-module
can be naturally thought of as an object of QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z).
The Cousin-Grothendieck resolution of the structure sheaf of FlGˇZ by means of Distw, com-
bined with Lemma 4.4, yields the following:
Corollary 4.13. There exists a right resolution C• of Vcrit, whose kth term C
k is isomorphic
to ⊕
w∈W,ℓ(w)=k
wW
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
Z
⊗
O
FlGˇ
Z
Distw
)
.
In Sect. 10 a more explicit realization of the modules wW
(
Distw ⊗
O
FlGˇ
Z
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
Z
)
, involved in
this resolution, will be obtained. In addition, we will make contact with a conjecture of [FF3].
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5. Geometric realization of the Wakimoto module Wcrit,0
As was mentioned above, the goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.11, which is a
particular case of Theorem 4.8. First, we will give a more explicit description of the objects
WZw, which is valid for any w ∈ W .
5.1. Explicit construction of WZw. By definition, the object W
Z
w ∈ D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit is obtained
by applying the functor EZ to OFlGˇw,Z
. Since FlGˇw,Z is affine, E
Z(OFlGˇw,Z
) can be explicitly described
as a quotient as in Sect. 4.3.
Let us denote the restriction L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇ
Z
|FlGˇw,Z
by L−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇw,Z
. In what follows we will not distinguish
in the notation between quasi-coherent sheaves on this scheme and their global sections, thought
of as Fun(FlGˇw,Z)-modules.
Set
WZ+w :=
⊕
λˇ∈Λˇ+
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
HeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⊗
Z
reg
g
L
−λˇ
FlGˇw,Z
,
and
WZ++w :=
⊕
µˇ,λˇ∈Λˇ+
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
HeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⋆
G[[t]]
FV µˇ ⊗
Zregg
L
−λˇ−µˇ
FlGˇw,Z
.
Using the maps
(5.1) jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
HeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⋆
G[[t]]
FV µˇ → jλˇ+µˇ,∗ ⋆ Ind
HeckeZ(δ1,GrG)
and
(5.2) κ−,µˇ,w : VµˇZ ≃ Γ(Fl
Gˇ
Z ,L
µˇ
FlGˇ
Z
)→ Lµˇ
FlGˇw,Z
,
we obtain two maps WZ++w →W
Z+
w , and W
Z
w is, by definition, their co-equalizer.
By construction, the algebra Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)
acts on WZw by endomorphisms. Moreover, for
λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ we have a canonical map
(5.3) jµˇ,∗ ⋆W
Z
w → L
µˇ
FlGˇw,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)WZw.
By (4.6), this map is in fact an isomorphism.
5.2. The universal property. Let M be an object of ĝcrit –mod
I , endowed with an action of
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)
, compatible with the action of Zregg , and a system of morphisms
(5.4) jµˇ,∗ ⋆M→ L
µˇ
FlGˇ
w,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇ
w,Z
)M,
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for µˇ ∈ Λˇ+, such that the diagrams
jµˇ1,∗ ⋆ jµˇ2,∗ ⋆M −−−−→ jµˇ1,∗ ⋆ (L
µˇ2
FlGˇw,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)M)
∼
y y
jµˇ1+µˇ2,∗ ⋆M L
µˇ2
FlGˇw,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
) (jµˇ1,∗ ⋆M)y y
L
µˇ1+µˇ2
FlGˇw,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)M ∼−−−−→ Lµˇ2FlGˇw,Z ⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
) Lµˇ1FlGˇw,Z ⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)M
are commutative for all µˇ1, µˇ2 ∈ Λˇ
+.
Lemma 5.3. Under the above conditions, specifying a map
ΓHeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
w)→M,
which is compatible with the action of Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)
, and which intertwines the morphisms (5.3)
and (5.4), is equivalent to specifying a map Vcrit → M such that the following diagram is
commutative:
FV λˇ ⋆ Vcrit
∼
−−−−→ VλˇZ ⊗
Zregg
Vcrit −−−−→ V
λˇ
Z ⊗
Zregg
My κ−,λˇ,wy
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit −−−−→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆M −−−−→ L
λˇ
FlGˇw,Z
⊗
Fun
(
FlGˇw,Z
)M.
5.4. Let us now specialize to the case w = 1, and let us take M =Wcrit,0. We define an action
of Fun
(
FlGˇ1,Z
)
on it via the tautological action of Hregcrit on Wcrit,0 and the isomorphism
Spec(Hregcrit) ≃ Fl
Gˇ
1,Z .
The isomorphism (5.4) is given by Proposition 2.4 and the identification
(5.5) LλˇH,0 ≃ L
λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
,
which follows from the construction of mapMgeom in Sect. 2.7.
The fact that the conditions of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied, follows from the definitions.
5.5. Thus, we have constructed a map
(5.6) ΓHeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
1 )→Wcrit,0,
and our present goal is to show that it is an isomorphism.
First, let us show that this map is injective. We have a natural map
IndHeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⊗
Zregg
Fun
(
FlGˇ1,Z
)
→WZ1 ,
where IndHeckeZ is as in [FG4], Sect. 2.5. Moreover, by using the same argument as in [ABBGM],
Proposition 3.2.5, we find that the object WZ1 ∈ D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I does not have sub-objects
that do not intersect the image of IndHeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⊗
Zregg
Fun
(
FlGˇ1,Z
)
.
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Therefore, since the functor ΓHeckeZ is an equivalence, to prove the injectivity of (5.6), it
suffices to show that the composition
Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Fun
(
FlGˇ1,Z
)
≃ ΓHeckeZ
(
GrG, Ind
HeckeZ(δ1,GrG) ⊗
Zregg
Fun
(
FlGˇ1,Z
))
→
→ ΓHeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
1 )→Wcrit,0.
However, by construction, this composition is the canonical map
Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Hregg ≃ (Wcrit,0)
G[[t]] →֒Wcrit,0,
whose injectivity follows from [F].
5.6. The proof of surjectivity of the map (5.6) is similar to that of [FG4], Proposition 4.13.
Namely, we will show that for λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ the map
jλˇ+ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗
Z
reg
g
Hregcrit → jλˇ+ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 ≃Wcrit,0 ⊗
H
reg
crit
L
λˇ+ρˇ
H,0
is surjective.
The above map can be obtained by convolution with jλˇ·w0,∗ from the map
(5.7) jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Hregcrit → jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0.
Since the functor jλˇ·w0,∗ is right-exact and sends partially integrable representations to
D<0(ĝcrit –modreg)
I , it is sufficient to show that the cokernel of the map (5.7) is partially
integrable. To establish the latter fact, by [FG2], Theorem 18.2.1, it is sufficient to show that
the map
H
∞
2
(
n−((t)), tn[[t]], (jw0·ρˇ,∗⋆Vcrit)⊗Ψ−ρˇ
)
⊗
Zregg
Hregcrit → H
∞
2
(
n−((t)), tn[[t]], (jw0·ρˇ,∗⋆Wcrit,0)⊗Ψ−ρˇ
)
is a surjection. However, by [FG2], 18.1.1, the above map of semi-infinite cohomologies identifies
with
H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],Vcrit ⊗Ψ0) ⊗
Zregg
Hregcrit → H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,0 ⊗Ψ0).
According to [FB], Theorem 15.1.9, and [FG2], Theorem 18.2.4, the latter map becomes the
identity isomorphism under the natural identification of both sides with Hregcrit. This completes
the proof of Theorem 4.11.
5.7. We will now discuss yet another way of obtaining the module Wcrit,0. Consider the
ĝcrit-modules
(5.8) jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ
for λˇ ∈ Λˇ+.
We claim that whenever λˇ1 − λˇ2 = µˇ ∈ Λˇ
+ there exists a natural map
jλˇ1,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ1
−ρ → jλˇ2,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ2
−ρ.
Indeed, we have a map of D-modules
(5.9) jλˇ1,∗ ⋆ FV µˇ → jλˇ1,∗ ⋆ jµˇ,GrG,∗ ≃ jλˇ2,Gr,∗,
and we compose it with the map
Vcrit ⊗ l
µˇ
ρ
id⊗κµˇ
−→ Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
V
µˇ
Z ≃ FV µˇ ⋆Vcrit.
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From the fact that the maps κµˇ satisfy the Plu¨cker relations, it follows that the maps (5.8)
form a directed system.
Theorem 5.8. There exists a canonical isomorphism
lim
−→
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ →Wcrit,0.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. First, we construct a
map from the LHS to the RHS. By definition, this amounts to a compatible system of maps
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ →Wcrit,0.
These maps are given by
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ → jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ →Wcrit,0,
where the first arrow comes by convolution from the canonical map φ : Vcrit →Wcrit,0, and the
second map is the isomorphism of Proposition 2.4.
The fact that these maps are compatible for different λˇ follows from Proposition 2.8.
To construct the map from the RHS to the LHS in Theorem 5.8 we will use Lemma 5.3.
For that we need to endow the LHS with an action of the algebra Fun(FlGˇ1,Z). Note that this
algebra is canonically isomorphic to the direct limit
lim
−→
VλˇZ ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ,
where the transition maps are defined whenever λˇ2 − λˇ1 = µˇ ∈ Λˇ
+ and are equal to
V
λˇ1
Z ⊗ l
λˇ1
−ρ → V
λˇ1
Z ⊗
Zregg
V
µˇ
Z ⊗ l
µˇ
−ρ ⊗ l
λˇ1
−ρ → V
λˇ2
Z ⊗ l
λˇ2
−ρ,
where the first arrow corresponds to the map κµˇ : lµˇρ → V
µˇ
Z.
We define the desired action of Fun(FlGˇ1,Z) on the direct limit appearing in Theorem 5.8 by
means of
V
µˇ
Z ⊗
Zregg
(
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ
−ρ
)
⊗ lµˇ−ρ ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ FV µˇ ⋆
G[[t]]
Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ+µˇ
−ρ → jλˇ+µˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗ l
λˇ+µˇ
−ρ .
The data of morphisms (5.4) for the RHS of Theorem 5.8 is evident from the definitions. It
is straightforward to check that the diagram appearing in Lemma 5.3 is commutative, thereby
giving rise to a map from the RHS to the LHS in Theorem 5.8. Moreover, it is easy to check
that the two maps constructed above are mutually inverse.
6. Wakimoto modules attached to other Schubert cells
In this section we will prove Theorem 4.10. We will derive it from Theorem 4.11 using the
technique of chiral modules over chiral algebras.
6.1. Plan of the proof. We need to establish an isomorphism
(6.1) ΓHeckeZ(WZw) ≃Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ l
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
w(ρ)
for all w ∈W . To construct a map in one direction (from left to right) we will use the universal
property of WZw, described in Lemma 5.3.
First, we need to make the algebra Fun(FlGˇw,Z) act on Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg. This results from the
isomorphism (4.13).
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Next, we need to establish that the isomorphism (5.4) holds for M = Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg. On
the one hand, by Proposition 2.4,
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ ≃Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ ⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
LλˇH,w(ρ)−ρ,
where
(6.2) LλˇH,w(ρ)−ρ ≃ H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ⊗ l
λˇ
w(ρ).
This implies that
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ≃Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
(H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ⊗
Z
nilp
g
Zregg )
LλˇH,w,reg,
where we denote
LλˇH,w,reg := L
λˇ
H,w(ρ)−ρ ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg .
By Sect. 5.2, we need to show that the isomorphism FlGˇw,Z ≃ Spec
(
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg
)
of (4.13) lifts to an isomorphism of Hˇ-torsors
(6.3) {λˇ 7→ Lλˇ
FlGˇw,Z
}
{γλˇ}
⇐⇒ {λˇ 7→ LλˇH,w,reg}.
By (6.2), the latter amounts to an isomorphism of Hˇ-torsors
(6.4) {λˇ 7→ Lλˇ
FlGˇw,Z
} and {λˇ 7→ OFlGˇw,Z
⊗ lλˇw(ρ)}.
6.2. An identification of Hˇ-torsors. We fill first show that there exists some isomorphism
as in (6.4) that respects the Aut(D)-actions.
Recall the D-scheme
(6.5) ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X)
RS,ρ−w(ρ) ×
Opnilp
gˇ,X
Opgˇ,X
(see Sect. 4.9). Its restriction to X − x is isomorphic to ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
X), and its fiber over x is
isomorphic to MOpw,reggˇ , once we identify Dx with D.
For λˇ ∈ Λˇ, let us denote by LλˇMOp,w,X the line bundle on (6.5) equal to the pull-back from
X of the line bundle ω
〈ρ,λˇ〉
X
(
〈ρ− w(ρ), λˇ〉 · x)
)
.
We claim that this line bundle identifies with the pull-back of the line bundle LλˇMOpgˇ,X
under the map (4.11). This follows from the fact that the corresponding isomorphism holds
tautologically over X − x, and that both line bundles have connections that are regular at x.
Restricting the above isomorphism of line bundles to x ∈ X , we obtain that Lλˇ
MOpw,reggˇ
identifies with OMOpw,reg
gˇ
⊗ ω
〈w(ρ),λˇ〉
x . The latter isomorphism respects the Aut(D)-actions,
where Aut(D) acts on ω
〈w(ρ),λˇ〉
x via the isomorphism Aut(D) ≃ Aut(Dx), corresponding to the
above choice of an isomorphism D ≃ Dx. Finally, let us observe that the character of Aut(D)
on ω
〈w(ρ),λˇ〉
x equals that of lλˇw(ρ).
Let us denote by Hcrit,w,X the D-algebra
Hcrit,w,X := H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit,X ⊗
znilpg,X
zg,X .
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Via mapMgeom it identifies with the algebra of regular functions on the D-scheme (6.5). For
λˇ ∈ Λˇ, let LλˇH,w,X denote the corresponding line bundle with a regular connection along X over
it.
The restriction of LλˇH,w,X to X − x identifies with L
λˇ
H,X . The restriction to the fiber over
x, identifies, as a line bundle over FlGˇw,Z via (4.13), with L
λˇ
FlGˇw,Z
. By the above discussion, we
obtain an identification
Lλˇ
FlGˇw,Z
≃ OFlGˇw,Z
⊗ ω〈w(ρ),λˇ〉x ,
as required in (6.4).
For future reference note that for λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ we have a canonical map
κ−,λˇ,wH : VZ,X ⊗
zg,X
Hcrit,w,X → L
λˇ
H,w,X .
Its restriction to X − x equals the map κ−,λˇH of (2.9), and its restriction to x coincides with
the canonical map (5.2).
6.3. According to Sect. 5.2, the next step in the definition of the map in (6.1) is construction
of a map
(6.6) Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)→Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
Here ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x is the 1-dimensional Aut(D)-module as in Sect. 6.2. It is non-canonically
isomorphic to l
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
w(ρ) . Eventually, we will fix an isomorphism (6.3), thereby fixing a choice for
the above isomorphism of lines as well.
Finding a morphism as in (6.6) is equivalent to exhibiting a map
(6.7) Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)→ AvG[[t]]/I
(
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg
)
⊗ ω〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉x
(see [FG2], Sect. 20.2, for the definition of the averaging functor AvG[[t]]/I).
By the definition of Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg and using the fact that the ĝcrit-module Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ is
flat over H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρˇ)
crit , the expression in the RHS of (6.7) can be rewritten as
AvG[[t]]/I
(
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ
) L
⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρˇ)
crit
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
By construction of Wakimoto modules,
(6.8) AvG[[t]]/I(Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ) ≃ H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],Dch(G)crit,x)
L
⊗
h[[t]];h
Cw0(w(ρ)−ρ),
where Cw0(w(ρ)−ρ) is the corresponding character of h.
Consider the component of the expression appearing on the RHS of the above formula that
has degree zero with respect to Gm ⊂ Aut(D). It identifies with the w0(w(ρ)− ρ)-weight space
in the Lie algebra cohomology H•(n,Fun(G)).
By the Bott-Borel Weil theorem, the latter is concentrated in the cohomological degree ℓ(w),
and is canonically isomorphic to C.
The corresponding vector in the ℓ(w)-th cohomology of AvG[[t]]/I(Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ) is easily seen
to be g[[t]]-invariant, so we obtain a map
Vcrit → h
ℓ(w)
(
AvG[[t]]/I(Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ)
)
,
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and, hence, a map
(6.9)
(
Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
)
L
⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρˇ)
crit
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x [−ℓ(w)]→
→ AvG[[t]]/I
(
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ
) L
⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρˇ)
crit
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
We claim that the 0th cohomology of the LHS of the expression in (6.9) is canonically
isomorphic to Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z), which would produce the desired (non-zero!) map in (6.7).
To establish this isomorphism, it would be enough to show that
(6.10) Tor
ℓ(w)
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
(
Fun(FlGˇw,Z),Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,Z)
)
≃ Fun(FlGˇw,Z)⊗ ω
〈w(ρ)−ρ,ρˇ〉
x .
We can identify the LHS of (6.10) with Λℓ(w)
(
N∗
FlGˇw,Z / Spec(H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit )
)
, and the RHS with
L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z,w
, using Sect. 6.2. Hence, (6.10) is equivalent to an isomorphism of line bundles
Λℓ(w)
(
N∗
FlGˇw,Z / Spec(H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit )
)
≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z,w
over FlGˇZ,w. Using the diagram
FlGˇw,Z −−−−→ Spec
(
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
)
∼
y ∼y
MOpw,reggˇ −−−−→ MOp
w,nilp
gˇ ,
we can translate the existence of the above isomorphism to that between the line bundles
Λℓ(w)
(
N∗
MOpw,reggˇ /MOp
w,nilp
gˇ
)
≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
MOpw,reg
gˇ
over MOpw,reggˇ . The latter isomorphism follows from [FG2], Corollary 3.6.3.
We will need the following property of the map (6.6):
Proposition 6.4.
(1) The map
H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],Vcrit ⊗Ψ0) ⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)→
H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]],Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗Ψ0
)
⊗ ω〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉x ,
induced by (6.6), is an isomorphism.
(2) The map
H
∞
2
(
n−((t)), tn−[[t]], jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ⊗Ψ−ρˇ
)
⊗
Zregg
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)→
H
∞
2
(
n−((t)), tn−[[t]], jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗Ψ−ρˇ
)
⊗ ω〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉x
is also an isomorphism.
The proof of this proposition will be given in Sect. 6.11.
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6.5. By Lemma 5.3, in order to complete the construction of the map in (6.1) we need to
choose an isomorphism in (6.3) so that the following diagram becomes commutative for every
λˇ ∈ Λˇ+:
(6.11)
Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
VλˇZ −−−−→ Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
Zregg
VλˇZ ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
∼
y κ−,λˇ,wy
FV λˇ ⋆
G[[t]]
Vcrit Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
Lλˇ
FlGˇw,Z
⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
xy ∼yγλˇ
jλˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆G[[t]]
Vcrit Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
LλˇH,w,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
∼
y ∼y
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit −−−−→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ,
where κ−,λˇ,w is as in (5.2).
To construct the isomorphism (6.3), we will realizeWcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg⊗ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x as a fiber at
x ∈ X of a certain chiral Ag,crit,X -module.
6.6. We will use the following general construction. Let A be a chiral algebra, let M be a
torsion-free chiral A-module on X − x, and let N1,N2 be two chiral A-modules, supported at
x. Let
(6.12) ∗(M)⊗N1 → ı!(N2)
be a chiral pairing (see [CHA] and [FG3], Sect. 2.1). Here  and ı denote the embeddings
X − x →֒ X and x →֒ X , respectively.
Let v ∈ N1 be a vector, which is annihilated by the Lie-* action of A, and such that the
resulting map ∗(M)→ ı!(N2) is surjective. Then
M′ := ker
(
∗(M)→ ı!(N2)
)
is a chiral A-module, whose fiber at x is N2.
6.7. We apply the above construction in the following situation. We let M be Wcrit,X . Recall
(see [F] and [FG2], Sect. 10.3), that by the construction of Wakimoto modules, Wcrit,X is in
fact a chiral algebra that contains Ag,crit,X as a chiral subalgebra.
We let N1 = N2 :=Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg⊗ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x , which is naturally a chiralWcrit,X-module,
supported at x ∈ X . Finally, we let v to be the image of the vacuum vector in Vcrit under the
map (6.6).
Lemma 6.8. The resulting map
∗(Wcrit,W )→ ı!
(
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
)
is surjective.
Proof. From the construction of Wakimoto modules we obtain that Wcrit,X -submodules of
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg⊗ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x are in bijection with Hcrit,X -submodules of Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,Z)⊗ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ,
and the correspondence is given by applying the functor H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗Ψ0).
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Hence, the assertion of the lemma follows from Proposition 6.4(1).

Let us denote the resulting chiral Ag,crit,X -module by Wcrit,w,X . By construction, it comes
equipped with a map of chiral Ag,crit,X -modules Vcrit,X →Wcrit,w,X .
By construction, we have the following commutative diagram:
zg,X −−−−→ Vcrit,Xy y
Hcrit,w,X −−−−→ Wcrit,w,X ,
whose restriction to X − x is
zg,X−x −−−−→ Vcrit,X−x
ϕ
y φy
Hcrit,X−x −−−−→ Wcrit,X−x,
and whose fiber at x is the diagram
Zregg −−−−→ Vcrity y(6.6)
Fun(FlGˇw,Z) −−−−→ Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
6.9. For λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ consider the chiral module jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,w,X . We claim that this convolution
is concentrated in the cohomological degree 0.
Indeed, a priori, it is concentrated in non-positive cohomolgical degrees, since the functor
jλˇ,∗,X⋆? is right-exact. Now, it does not have strictly negative cohomologies, because this is
true for both chiral Ag,crit,X -modules ∗(Wcrit,X) and ı!
(
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
)
.
Recall the Hˇ-torsor {λˇ 7→ LλˇH,w,X} on Spec(Hcrit,w,X) (see Sect. 6.2).
Proposition 6.10.
(1) The map LλˇH,X−x → jλˇ,X−x,∗ ⋆Wcrit,X−x, equal to the composition
LλˇH,X−x →֒ L
λˇ
H,X−x ⊗
Hcrit,X−x
Wcrit,X−x ≃ jλˇ,X−x,∗ ⋆Wcrit,X−x,
extends to a map LλˇH,w,X → jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,w,X.
(2) The resulting map on the level of fibers at x
Lλˇ
FlGˇ
w,Z
→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ≃
≃ LλˇH,w,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
comes from an isomorphism onto LλˇH,w,reg, followed by the map
LλˇH,w,reg →֒ L
λˇ
H,w,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇ
Z,w)
(
Fun(FlGˇZ,w) ⊗
Zregg
Vcrit
)
(6.6)
−→
→ LλˇH,w,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇ
Z,w)
Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
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Let us assume this proposition and finish the construction of the map in (6.1). First, note
that the second assertion of the proposition defines the sought-after identification γλˇ of (6.3).
Next, observe that the first assertion of the proposition implies that there exists a diagram:
(6.13)
FV λˇ,X ⋆ Vcrit,X
∼
←−−−− Vcrit,X ⊗
zg,X
VZ,Xy y
jλˇ,∗,X ⋆ Vcrit,X Vcrit,X ⊗
zg,X
VZ,X ⊗
zg,X
Hcrit,w,Xy κ−,λ,wH y
jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,w,X ←−−−− Vcrit,X ⊗
zg,X
LλˇH,w,X ,
which is commutative, since it extends the corresponding commutative diagram over X − x.
Let us consider the fiber of the above diagram over x. The two resulting maps
Vcrit,X ⊗
zg,X
VZ,X ⇒Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
LλˇH,w,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
are equal to the two circuits in the diagram (6.11). Thus, we obtain a well-defined map (6.1).
The proof that this map is an isomorphism uses the same argument as the one used in the
proof of Theorem 4.11 in Sect. 5.5:
The surjectivity assertion follows from Proposition 6.4(2) as in loc. cit. To prove the injec-
tivity, it is enough to show that the map (6.6) itself is injective.
However, according to [FG1], the functor
Zregg –mod→ ĝcrit –mod
G[[t]]
reg , T 7→ Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
T
is an equivalence of categories. Therefore for any Zregg -module T, the submodules of Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
T
are in bijection with the Zregg -submodules of T itself, and any such submodule is determined by
its image in
T ≃ H
∞
2
(
n((t)), n[[t]], (Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
T)⊗Ψ0
)
.
Therefore, the injectivity of (6.6) follows from Proposition 6.4(1).
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.10 modulo Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 6.10. The
remainder of this section is devoted to the proof these two propositions.
6.11. Proof of Proposition 6.4. First, let us notice that assertions (1) and (2) of the propo-
sition are equivalent by [FG2], Proposition 18.1.1.
Secondly, both the LHS and the RHS, appearing in Proposition 6.4(2), are isomorphic to
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)⊗ω
〈ρ,ρˇ〉
x , as graded Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,Z)-modules. Since the degree 0 component of Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,Z)
consists of scalars, it sufficient to show that the map in Proposition 6.4(1) is non-zero.
Let us assume the contrary. Then, by [FG2], Theorem 18.2.1, the map
jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit → jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
has a partially integrable image. Let us denote it by M, and consider the composition
jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆ jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit → jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆M→ jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆ jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
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for λˇ ∈ Λˇ+. On the one hand, jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆ jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit and
jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆ jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ≃ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ,
and the above composed map is non-zero, since the functor jλˇ,∗⋆? is invertible on the derived
category.
On the other hand, since M is partially integrable, the convolution jλˇ·w0,∗ ⋆ M belongs to
D<0(ĝcrit –mod), and its map to jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ∈ ĝcrit –mod is necessarily
0.
6.12. Proof of Proposition 6.10. Consider the D-submodule of jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,w,X consisting
of sections which are annihilated by the Lie-* action of Ag,crit,X . This is a torsion-free chiral
module over Hcrit,w,X . The restriction of this D-module to X − x identifies canonically with
LλˇH,X . The claim about the extension follows now from [FG3], Proposition 3.4.
To prove the second assertion of the proposition, we claim that it is enough to show that the
resulting map
(6.14) Lλˇ
FlGˇw,Z
→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
is non-zero.
Indeed, dividing by the line ω
〈w(ρ),λˇ〉
x , we obtain that the map in Proposition 6.10(2) corre-
sponds to a non-zero G[[t]]-invariant vector in Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg⊗ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x , which has degree 0
with respect to Gm ⊂ Aut(D). Hence it must coincide, up to a scalar, with the spherical vector
used in the construction of the map (6.6).
Suppose that the map (6.14) was zero. We would obtain that in the commutative diagram
(6.13) the composed map
FV λˇ,X ⋆ Vcrit,X → jλˇ,∗,X ⋆Wcrit,w,X
is such that its fiber at x is zero.
In other words, we obtain that the map
FV λˇ ⋆ Vcrit → jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit → jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x ,
obtained from (6.6), vanishes.
Consider the map
(6.15) jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit → jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x .
We obtain that its composition with
ICw0·(ρˇ+λˇ),GrG ⋆Vcrit → jw0·(ρˇ+λˇ),GrG,∗ ⋆ Vcrit ≃ jw0·ρˇ,∗ ⋆ jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit
vanishes.
However, by [ABBGM], Sect. 2.3, the cokernel jw0·(ρˇ+λˇ),GrG,∗/ ICw0·(ρˇ+λˇ),GrG is partially
integrable. Hence, the image of the map in (6.15) is partially integrable. But this leads to a
contradiction as in the proof of Proposition 6.4 given above.
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7. The general case
7.1. In this section we will carry out one more step in the proof Theorem 4.8. Namely, we will
prove that an isomorphism
(7.1) wW(T) ≃ G
(
Ltwistw ⊗
O
FlGˇ
w,th,Z
T
)
,
holds functorially in T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) for some bi-module L
twist
w over the topological com-
mutative algebra Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z). Moreover, we will show that as a right module, L
twist
w is a line
bundle over FlGˇw,th,Z.
As an immediate corollary of the above isomorphism, combined with Sect. 4.3, we obtain
the following:
Corollary 7.2. For every T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) the Wakimoto module wW(T) is I-equivariant.
The main step in the proof of (7.1) will be the following:
Proposition 7.3. Let T1 and T2 be two quasi-coherent sheaves on FlGˇZ . Then the functor
EZ : D+
(
QCoh(FlGˇZ )
)
→ D+
(
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0
)
induces a bijection
Exti
QCoh(FlGˇ
Z
)
(T1,T2)→ RiHom
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0
(
EZ(T1),EZ(T2)
)
for i = 0, 1.
Note that the map in the proposition is not bijective for i ≥ 2, for otherwise the functor EZ
would be an equivalence of categories, which it is not.
Let us show how this proposition implies (7.1).
Step 1. We claim that wW(T) is isomorphic to G(T
′) := ΓHeckeZ(GrG,E
Z(T′)) for some object
T′ ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z).
Without loss of generality we can assume that T is supported on k-th infinitesimal neighbor-
hood of FlGˇw,Z in Fl
Gˇ
Z . We will argue by induction on k.
If k = 0, i.e., when T is scheme-theoretically supported on FlGˇw,Z, we have:
wW(T) ≃Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
T,
and the assertion follows from Theorem 4.10.
Suppose now that k > 1. Then we can write T as an extension
0→ T1 → T → T2 → 0,
with T1 supported on on FlGˇw,Z and T
2 supported on the k− 1-st infinitesimal neighborhood of
FlGˇw,Z in Fl
Gˇ
Z . Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exist objects T
′1,T′2 ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z),
such that
G(T′i) ≃ wW(T
i)
for i = 1, 2.
By the main theorem of [FG4], the extension
0→ wW(T
1)→ wW(T)→ wW(T
2)→ 0
comes from some extension
0→ EZ(T′1)→ F → EZ(T′2)→ 0
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in D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0 . However, by Proposition 7.3
F ≃ EZ(T′)
for some T′ ∈ QCoh(FlGˇZ ), as required. Evidently, T
′, being an extension of two quasi-coherent
sheaves that belong to QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z), itself belongs to this subcategory.
Step 2. Proposition 7.3 for i = 0, combined with the equivalence of [FG4], implies that the
assignment T 7→ T′, constructed above, is a functor QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) → QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z); let us
denote it by wQ. Since each of the functors wW, Γ
HeckeZ and E|QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z)
is exact and
faithful, we obtain that wQ is also exact and faithful.
Hence, wQ has the form
T 7→ Ltwistw ⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)
T,
for a certain Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)-bimodule L
twist
w . We will show now that as a right Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)-
module, Ltwistw is a line bundle. In fact, we will show that it is non-canonically trivial.
This is equivalent to showing that there exists a functorial isomorphism between the vec-
tor space underlying wQ(T) and that of T. We will do this by comparing the semi-infinite
cohomologies H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗Ψ0).
Step 3.
Recall that by [FG2], Sect. 12.4, there exists an isomorphism
(7.2) H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],W(T) ⊗Ψ0) ≃ T,
which is functorial in T ∈ Ĥcrit –mod, but it is non-canonical in the sense that it depends on
the choice of the coordinate t on D.
Thus, to identify wQ(T) and T as vector spaces, it suffices to prove the following:
Proposition 7.4. For any T′ ∈ QCoh(FlGˇZ ), there exists a canonical quasi-isomorphism
H
∞
2 +•
(
n((t)), n[[t]],G(T′)⊗Ψ0
)
≃ RΓ(FlGˇZ ,T
′).
Proof. By the definition of convolution, the LHS of the proposition is given by applying the
functor of derived BˇZ-invariants to the complex
(7.3) H
∞
2 +•
(
n((t)), n[[t]],ΓHeckeZ
(
GrG, act
∗(WZw0) ⊗
Fun(GˇZ)
T˜′
)
⊗Ψ0
)
,
where T˜′ denotes the pull-back of T′ to GˇZ.
However, by [FG4], Sect. 2.12,
H
∞
2 +•
(
n((t)), n[[t]],ΓHeckeZ
(
GrG, act
∗(WwZ0
)
)
⊗Ψ0
)
≃
≃ H
∞
2 +•
(
n((t)), n[[t]],ΓHeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
w0)⊗Ψ0
)
⊗
Zregg
Fun(GˇZ) ≃ Fun(GˇZ).
Hence, the expression in (7.3) is isomorphic to T˜′, as a Fun(GˇZ)-module, endowed with a
BˇZ-action. Finally, we have:
R Inv(BˇZ, T˜
′) ≃ RΓ(FlGˇZ ,T
′),
which is what we had to show.

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7.5. Proof of Proposition 7.3.
Step 1. We claim that it is enough to prove a version of the proposition for the categories
(FlGˇZ ,D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0) replaced by (FlGˇ,D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0), i.e., that for T1,T2 ∈
QCoh(FlGˇ) the map
(7.4) Exti
QCoh(FlGˇ)
(T1,T2)→ RiHom
D(GrG)Heckecrit –mod
I0
(
E(T1),E(T2)
)
is an isomorphism for i = 0, 1.
Indeed, by choosing a trivialization of the Gˇ-torsor PGˇ,Z, we can identify Fl
Gˇ
Z (resp.,
D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod
I0) with the category of objects of QCoh(FlGˇ) (resp., D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0),
endowed with an action of the algebra Zregg , and the functor E
Z is obtained from E by extension
of scalars.
The fact that (7.4) is an isomorphism for i = 0, 1 is a formal corollary of [ABG]. Below we
will give an independent proof.
Step 2. We claim that it is enough to show that the maps
(7.5) Exti
QCoh(FlGˇ)
(
Lλˇ
FlGˇ
,T
)
→ RiHom
D(GrG)Heckecrit –mod
I0
(
E(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
),E(T)
)
are isomorphisms for i = 0, 1, λˇ ∈ Λˇ+, and any T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇ).
Without loss of generality we can assume that T1 is coherent, and let
...→ Q2 → Q1 → Q0 → T1 → 0,
be a resolution which each Qi is isomorphic to a direct sum of line bundles L
λˇji
FlGˇ
.
The cohomological dimension of the functor E is a priori bounded by the cohomological
dimension of the category QCoh(FlGˇ), which is dim(FlGˇ). Let λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ be such that λˇji + λˇ ∈
Λˇ+ for i ≤ dim(FlGˇ) + 1. Then by Proposition 3.18, E(L
λˇji+λˇ
FlGˇ
) ≃ IndHecke(jλˇji+λˇ,GrG,∗
). In
particular, this implies that E(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗T) ∈ D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0 , i.e., E(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗T) does not have
higher cohomologies.
By Proposition 3.19, for T1,T2 as above we have a commutative diagram
RHom(T1,T2)
E
−−−−→ RHom
(
E(T1),E(T2)
)
∼
y y
RHom(Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ T1,Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ T2)
E
−−−−→ RHom
(
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ E(T
1), jλˇ,∗ ⋆ E(T
2)
)
.
Now notice that the functor j˜λˇ,∗ ⋆
I0
? is a self-equivalence of D
(
D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0
)
. (Its
quasi-inverse is given by the !-convolution with j˜−λˇ,∗.) Hence, the right vertical arrow in the
above diagram is an isomorphism as well.
Hence, we can replace the initial sheaves T1 and T2 by their twists with respect to Lλˇ
FlGˇ
.
Moreover, we can use the 3-term resolution
Lλˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ Q2 → L
λˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ Q1 → L
λˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ Q0 → L
λˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ T1
to compute both sides of (7.4). This performs the required reduction in Step 2.
Using Proposition 3.19 again, we reduce the assertion further to the case λˇ = 0.
Step 3. Let us recall the general set-up of Sect. 3.5. Let M (resp., N) be a Gˇ-equivariant (resp.,
Bˇ-equivariant) object of C, and let T be an object of QCoh(FlGˇ). In this case RHomC(M,N)
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is naturally an object of the derived category of Bˇ-modules. Let R˜Hom(M,N) denote the
associated complex of Gˇ-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on FlGˇ.
For T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇ) we have:
(7.6) RHomC
(
M,T
R
∗ N
)
≃ RΓ
(
FlGˇ,T ⊗
O
FlGˇ
R˜Hom(M,N)
)
.
Applying this to {C,M,N}) being
{QCoh(FlGˇ),OFlGˇ ,Cw0} and {D(GrG)
Hecke
crit –mod
I0 ,E(OFlGˇ),E(Cw0)},
we obtain a commutative diagram
RHom(OFlGˇ ,T)
(7.4)
−−−−→ RHom
D(GrG)Heckecrit –mod
I0
(
E(OFlGˇ),E(T)
)
∼
y ∼y
RΓ
(
FlGˇ,T ⊗
O
FlGˇ
R˜Hom(OFlGˇ ,Cw0)
)
−−−−→ RΓ
(
FlGˇ,T ⊗
O
FlGˇ
R˜Hom(E(OFlGˇ),E(Cw0))
)
Thus, we obtain that it is enough to show that (7.5) is an isomorphism for i = 0, 1, λˇ = 0
and T = Cw0 .
Let FlGˇ1 ⊂ Fl
Gˇ be the open Schubert cell, and let us apply the above commutative diagram
again with T = OFlGˇ1
. Since FlGˇ1 is affine, we obtain that the isomorphism of (7.5) for T = Cw0
will follow once we establish it for T = OFlGˇ1
.
Step 4. Let us denote E(OFlGˇ1
) by W1, and recall that E(OFlGˇ) ≃ Ind
Hecke(δ1,GrG). It remains
to show that
(7.7) Fun(FlGˇ1 )→ HomD(GrG)crit –modI0
(
δ1,GrG ,W1
)
is an isomorphism and
(7.8) Ext1
D(GrG)crit –modI
0
(
δ1,GrG ,W1
)
= 0,
where in both formulas W1 appears as an object of D(GrG)crit –mod
I0 via the tautological
forgetful functor.
Recall (see Sect. 5.7) that OFlGˇ1
can be written as a filtered direct limit
lim
−→
µˇ∈Λˇ+
L
µˇ
FlGˇ
⊗ l−µˇ,
where lµˇ denotes the Bˇ-stable line in V µˇ, and l−µˇ ⊂ (V µˇ)∗ is its dual.
Hence, W1 can also be written down as a filtered direct limit
lim
−→
µˇ∈Λˇ+
IndHecke(jµˇ,GrG,∗)⊗ l
−µˇ.
Recall that IndHecke(F) ≃ F ⋆
G[[t]]
FR(Gˇ). We have FR(Gˇ) ≃ ⊕
νˇ
F(V νˇ)∗ ⊗ V
νˇ . Now the isomor-
phism in (7.7) follows from the fact that
Hom(δ1,GrG , jµˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆
G[[t]]
F(V νˇ)∗) = 0, µˇ 6= νˇ,
Hom(δ1,GrG , jµˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆
G[[t]]
F(V νˇ)∗ ≃ C, µˇ = νˇ.
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The vanishing of (7.8) follows from the fact that
Ext1(δ1,GrG , jµˇ,GrG,∗ ⋆
G[[t]]
F(V νˇ)∗) ≃ Ext
1(ICGrνˇG
, jµˇ,GrG,∗) = 0,
by the parity vanishing of IC-stalks on GrG.
8. Lie algebroids and the renormalized enveloping algebra
In this section we will study the interaction between the isomorphism mapgeom and certain
canonical Lie algebroids defined on the two sides of this isomorphism.
8.1. Let N∗
Zregg /Zg
denote the conormal to Spec(Zregg ) inside Spec(Zg), equipped with a natural
topology. Recall (see [BD], Sect. 3.6 or [FG2], Sect. 7.4) that N∗
Zregg /Zg
has a natural structure
of Lie algebroid over Spec(Zg).
On the other hand, let us recall the groupoid IsomGˇ,Zregg over Spec(Z
reg
g ), see (4.1), and let
isomGˇ,Zregg be the corresponding Lie algebroid.
According to [BD], Theorem 3.6.7, there exists a canonical morphism (in fact, an isomor-
phism) of Lie algebroids:
(8.1) υgeom : N
∗
Z
reg
g /Zg
→ isomGˇ,Zregg .
Below we will recall the definition of this map. Let us note that both the Lie algebroid struc-
ture on N∗
Zregg /Zg
and the morphism υgeom depend on an additional choice of a one-parameter
deformation κℏ of the level away from the critical value.
8.2. The renormalized enveloping algebra. Let U ren,reg(ĝcrit) be the renormalized uni-
versal enveloping algebra at the critical level, which is defined in [BD], Sect. 5.6 (see also
[FG2], Sect. 7.4 for a review). It admits a natural filtration, with the 0-th term U ren,reg(ĝcrit)0
isomorphic to the topological algebra
U reg(ĝcrit) := U˜crit(ĝ) ⊗
Zg
Zregg ,
responsible for the category ĝcrit –modreg with its tautological forgetful functor to Vect. The
first associated graded quotient U ren,reg(ĝcrit)1/U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)0 is isomorphic to
U reg(ĝcrit) ⊗̂
Zregg
N∗Zregg /Zg .
Note that Zregg is a subalgebra in U
ren,reg(ĝcrit), but it is no longer central.
Let us recall some basic constructions related to U ren,reg(ĝcrit).
1. Let M1,M2 be two objects of ĝcrit –modreg, on which the action of U
reg(ĝcrit) has been
extended to an action of U ren,reg(ĝcrit). Then Homĝcrit(M1,M2) acquires a natural action of
N∗
Zregg /Zg
via N∗
Zregg /Zg
→֒ U ren,reg(ĝcrit)1/U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)0.
2. Let M be a U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-module, and let L be a Z
reg
g module that carries a compatible
action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
. Then M ⊗
Z
reg
g
L is naturally a U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-module.
Indeed, we define the action of
U ren,reg(ĝcrit)1 ×
Ureg(ĝcrit) ⊗̂
Z
reg
g
N∗
Z
reg
g /Zg
N∗Zregg /Zg ⊂ U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)
to be the sum of the given U ren,reg(ĝcrit)1-action on M and the N
∗
Z
reg
g /Zg
-action on L. From
the relations that realize U ren,reg(ĝcrit) as a quotient of the universal enveloping algebra of
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U ren,reg(ĝcrit)1, it follows that the above definition extends to a well-defined U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)-
action on M ⊗
Zregg
L.
3. Let Mℏ be a flat C[ℏ]-family of ĝκℏ-modules, such that Mcrit := Mℏ/ℏ · M belongs to
ĝcrit –modreg, then Mcrit acquires an action of U
ren,reg(ĝcrit).
The prime example of this situation is Mℏ = Vℏ. In this case we obtain the canonical
U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-action on Vcrit.
4. The adjoint action of G((t)) on U reg(ĝcrit) extends naturally to an action on U
ren,reg(ĝcrit).
Hence, the category U ren,reg(ĝcrit) –mod is acted on by critically twisted D-modules on G((t))
by convolutions (see [FG2], Sect. 22).
In particular, if M is a U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-module, which is g[[t]]-integrable as a ĝcrit-module,
and F ∈ D(GrG)crit –mod, we obtain a well-defined object F ⋆
G[[t]]
M in the derived category
of U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-modules. Applying this to M = Vcrit, we recover the canonical U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)-
action on F ⋆
G[[t]]
Vcrit ≃ Γ(GrG,F).
8.3. We are now ready to construct the map υgeom. By definition, isomGˇ,Zregg is the Atiyah
algebroid of the Gˇ-torsor PGˇ,Z. Hence, to specify υgeom we need to make N
∗
Zregg /Zg
act on VZ
for every V ∈ Rep(Gˇ) in a way compatible with tensor products.
However, by construction, VZ ≃ Homĝcrit(Vcrit,Γ(GrG,FV )), and the required action follows
from 1 and 4 above. In other words, the isomorphism Γ(GrG,FV ) ≃ Vcrit ⊗
Zregg
VZ is compatible
with the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions, where on the RHS it is given via the construction of 2 above. The
compatibility with tensor products follows from the compatibility between the constructions in
2 and 4.
We will now recall the definition of another map
(8.2) υalg : N
∗
Zregg /Zg
→ isomGˇ,Zregg ,
following [BD], Sect. 3.7.13.
We recall that the isomorphism of topological algebras
(8.3) mapalg : Zg ≃ Fun(Opgˇ(D
×))
respects the Poisson structures, where on the LHS the Poisson bracket is defined via the
Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction (see [FG2], Sect. 4 for a review), using the Gˇ-invariant form κˇ
on gˇ, corresponds to the deformation κℏ of the level off the critical value (see Sect. 8.9 for the
precise formulation).
Thus, the map mapalg induces an isomorphism of algebroids
N∗Zregg /Zg ≃ map
∗
alg
(
N∗Opreg
gˇ
/Opgˇ(D
×)
)
.
Combining this with the isomorphism
(8.4) N∗Opreggˇ /Opgˇ(D×)
≃ isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
(see, e.g., [FG2], Sect. 4.4, where the latter is explained), we obtain the map of (8.2). By
construction, the map υalg is an isomorphism.
Our present goal of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 8.4. The maps υgeom and υalg coincide.
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The above theorem has been proved in [BD], Proposition 3.5.13, simultaneously with Theo-
rem 1.4. Namely, in loc. cit. it was shown that the algebroid isomGˇ,Zregg over Spec(Z
reg
g ) does
not admit non-trivial automorphisms. We will give a constructive proof of this result, which
will occupy the rest of this section.
8.5. The algebroid isomGˇ,Zregg acts naturally on the scheme Fl
Gˇ
1,Z, and it is easy to see that the
corresponding action on Fun(FlGˇ1,Z) is faithful. Hence, to prove Theorem 8.4, it suffices to see
that the two resulting actions of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on Fun(FlGˇ1,Z)– one via υgeom and another via υalg–
coincide.
Consider the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-action on Wcrit,0, corresponding to the ℏ-family Wℏ,0. Recall
that we have an isomorphism
Hregcrit ≃ Endĝcrit(Wcrit,0).
Hence, from Sect. 8.2(1) we obtain an action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on Hregcrit.
Recall now isomorphism
Hregcrit ≃ Fun(Fl
Gˇ
1,Z).
Thus, to prove Theorem 8.4 it suffices to prove the following two assertions:
Proposition 8.6. The above action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on Hregcrit goes over under the map υgeom to the
natural action of isomGˇ,Zregg on Fun(Fl
Gˇ
1,Z).
Proposition 8.7. The above action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on Hregcrit goes over under the map υalg to the
natural action of isomGˇ,Zregg on Fun(Fl
Gˇ
1,Z).
8.8. Proof of Proposition 8.6. Let Spec(B) be an affine scheme over Spec(Zregg ), endowed
with a map to FlGˇZ . Note that such a data is specified by a Hˇ-torsor {λˇ 7→ L
λˇ
B} and a collection
of maps
κ−,λˇ
B
: VλˇZ → L
λˇ
B, λˇ ∈ Λˇ
+,
satisfying the Plu¨cker equations.
Let f be a Lie algebroid over Spec(Zregg ), endowed with a map υ : f → isomGˇ,Zregg . In
particular, for every V ∈ Rep(Gˇ) we obtain an f-action on VZ.
Suppose, in addition, that we are given an action of f on B. Then these data are compatible
with the natural isomGˇ,Zregg -action on Fl
Gˇ
Z if and only if the following holds:
For every λˇ ∈ Λˇ+ there exists an f-action on the line bundle LλˇB, such that the map κ
−,λˇ
B
is
compatible with the f-actions. (Note that such an action on LλˇB is a priori unique, since the
induced maps VλˇZ ⊗
Z
reg
g
B→ LλˇB are surjective.)
Let us apply this for B = Hregcrit and f = N
∗
Zregg /Zg
. Recall that the map Spec(Hregcrit) → Fl
Gˇ
Z
corresponds to the collection of line bundles LλˇH and the maps κ
−,λˇ
H of (2.7).
Consider the Wakimoto module Wcrit,0, endowed with the natural U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)-action. By
construction, the map φ : Vcrit →Wcrit,0 deforms off the critical level to a map φℏ : Vℏ →Wℏ,0;
hence the map φ is compatible with the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
Consider now jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0. From Sect. 8.2(4), we obtain that jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0 also carries an
action of U ren,reg(ĝcrit), and the map
Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)→ jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0
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of (2.5) is compatible with the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
From Sect. 8.2(1) We obtain that LλˇH ≃ Homĝcrit(Wcrit,0, jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0) acquires an action of
N∗
Zregg /Zg
, and the map κ−,λˇH , which equals
VλˇZ ≃ Homĝcrit
(
Vcrit,Γ(GrG,FV λˇ)
)
→
→ Homĝcrit
(
Vcrit, jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0
)
∼
← Homĝcrit
(
Wcrit,0, jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0
)
≃ LλˇH,
is compatible with the N∗
Zregg /Zg
-actions, which is what we had to show.
8.9. The Poisson structure on Miura opers. In order to prove Proposition 8.7 we need to
make a digression and discuss the Poisson structure on the space of Miura opers.
Let dκℏdℏ |κcrit be the derivative of κℏ at κcrit, which is, by definition, a non-degenerate G-
invariant bilinear form on g. We can view it as a non-degenerate W -invariant bilinear form on
h, which, in turn, can be thought of as a non-degenerate W -invariant bilinear form on hˇ, or as
a Gˇ-invariant bilinear form on gˇ. We will denote the latter by κˇ.
Recall the scheme ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
). Proceeding as in [FG2], Sect. 4.3, (with Gˇ replaced by Hˇ),
using the form κˇ, we define a Poisson structure on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
).
Let IsomHˇ,ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) denote the natural groupoid acting on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
), whose fiber over
two points χ̂1, χ˜2 ∈ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) is the ind-scheme of automorphisms of the Hˇ-torsor ωρˇ
D×
over
D×, that transforms connection χ̂1 to χ̂2. Let isomHˇ,ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) denote the corresponding Lie
algebroid on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
).
As in [FG2], Sect. 4.3, one easily shows that there exists a canonical isomorphism of Lie
algebroids
(8.5) Ω1(ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
)) ≃ isomHˇ,ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
).
Recall that the Poisson structure on Opgˇ(D
×) also depended on the form κˇ on gˇ. It is a
straightforward calculation that the map MT : ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) → Opgˇ(D
×) is compatible with
the Poisson structures. Therefore, the pull-back MT∗
(
Ω1(Opgˇ(D
×))
)
acquires a structure of
Lie algebroid and we have a homomorphism of Lie algebroids over ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
):
MT∗
(
Ω1(Opgˇ(D
×))
)
→ Ω1(ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
)).
Recall now the Lie algebroid isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×) over Opgˇ(D
×). By the definition of generic Miura
opers, this algebroid acts on the ind-scheme MOpgˇ,gen(D
×), which, as we know, identifies with
ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
).
Hence, the pull-back MT∗
(
isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×)
)
acquires the structure of a Lie algebroid on the
ind-scheme ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
). In fact, the anchor map MT∗
(
isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×)
)
→ T (ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
))
naturally factors through a map
MT∗
(
isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×)
)
→ isomHˇ,ConnHˇ (ω
ρ
D×
).
Finally, recall that we have a canonical isomorphism of algebroids on Opgˇ(D
×) (see [FG2],
Sect. 4.3):
(8.6) Ω1(Opgˇ(D
×)) ≃ isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×).
The following results from the constructions:
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Lemma 8.10. The following diagram is commutative
MT∗
(
Ω1(Opgˇ(D
×))
) MT∗ (8.6)
−−−−−−→ MT∗
(
isomGˇ,Opgˇ(D×)
)y y
Ω1(ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
))
(8.5)
−−−−→ isomHˇ,ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
).
As the result, we obtain:
Corollary 8.11. The action of N∗Opreggˇ /Opgˇ(D×)
on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
), resulting from the Poisson
structure on on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) and the map MT : ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)→ Opreggˇ , identifies via
N∗Opreggˇ /Opgˇ(D×)
(8.4)
≃ isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
and ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)
(2.3)
≃ MOpreggˇ,gen
with the canonical action of isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
on MOpreggˇ,gen.
8.12. Proof of Proposition 8.7. The deformation κℏ of the level defines a non-commutative
deformation Ĥκℏ of Ĥcrit. This endows Ĥcrit with a Poisson structure. Moreover, as we shall
see in Sect. 9.8, the map ϕ : Zg → Ĥcrit is Poisson and has the following property:
The resulting action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on Hregcrit coincides with the one coming from the isomorphism
Hregcrit ≃ Endĝcrit(Wcrit,0) via the construction of Sect. 8.2(1).
In addition, it is easy to see that the isomorphism, induced by mapMalg,
Ĥcrit → Fun(ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
))
respects the Poisson structures. Hence, the same is true for mapMgeom = τ ◦map
M
alg.
Thus, we obtain a commutative diagram of Poisson ind-schemes:
Spec(Ĥcrit)
mapMgeom=τ◦map
M
alg
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
)
ϕ
y MTy
Spec(Zg)
mapgeom=mapalg
−−−−−−−−−−−→ Opgˇ(D
×),
and the assertion of the proposition follows from Corollary 8.11.
9. Lie algebroids and Wakimoto modules
9.1. Algebroids acting on categories. Let A be a commutative algebra, and let f be a
(topological) Lie algebroid over A. We shall assume that as an A-module, f is the dual of a
discrete projective A-module, denoted f∗.
Let C be a A-linear category, i.e., A acts by endomorphisms on every object of C in a
functorial way. In this case one can introduce the notion of action of f on C. This is, by
definition, the same as an action on C of the formal groupoid F, corresponding to f. (The latter
notion is spelled out explicitly for groupoids in [Ga], and for group ind-schemes in [FG2], Sect.
22; the generalization to the case of arbitrary formal groupoids is straightforward.)
A basic example of this situation is when C is taken to be the category of A-modules.
An action of f on C is specified by the following data. For every object M ∈ C there must be
a functorially assigned extension
0→M⊗
A
f∗ → act∗f (M)→M→ 0,
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such that for a ∈ A, the difference between its action on Mf as an object of C, and the action
coming from the functoriality of act∗f and the action of a on M, is the map
M 7→M⊗
A
f∗
given by the image of d(a) under the dual of the anchor map Ω1(A)→ f∗.
The functor act∗f must, in addition, be equipped with a Lie constraint, which is a natural
transformation that relates the iteration act∗f ◦ act
∗
f with the Lie bracket on f. This natural
transformation must satisfy an identity for the 3-fold iteration. We will not spell this out
explicitly.
Given an action of f on C, we say that an object M ∈ C if f-equivariant if we are given a
splitting act∗f (M)←M, compatible with the Lie constraint.
If C1 and C2 are two categories, acted on by f, there is an evident notion of functor between
them, compatible with the f-actions.
9.2. Let us give a typical example of how actions of Lie algebroids arise in practice. Let B be
a topological A-algebra. Suppose we are given a topological Lie algebroid f′ over A that fits
into a diagram of Lie algebras
Bx
0 −−−−→ f′′ −−−−→ f′ −−−−→ f −−−−→ 0,
and we are given a continuous action of f′ on B by derivations, which extends the action of f
on A and f′′ on B.
Note that in this case we can form a topological associative enveloping algebra, call it Bren,
which is universal with respect to the property that B maps to it, as an associative subalgebra,
and f′, as a Lie algebra, in a compatible way.
Let B –mod denote the category of (discrete, continuous) B-modules.
Lemma 9.3.
(1) Under the above circumstances we have a canonical action of f on the category B –mod.
(2) Specifying an f-equivariant structure on M ∈ B –mod is equivalent to extending the B-action
on it to a Bren-action.
We will use the following general construction.
Let Bℏ be a flat C[ℏ] family of topological associative algebras; set B0 = Bℏ/ℏ ·Bℏ, and let
Z be the center of B0. As in [BD], Sect. 5.6, Z acquires a natural Poisson bracket.
Let A ⊂ Z be a (closed) subalgebra, closed under the Poisson bracket, and let I ⊂ A be an
open Poisson ideal; in particular Areg := A/I is a discrete Poisson algebra. We will assume,
in addition, that the multiplication map I⊗̂
A
I → I is a closed embedding, and that I/I2 is the
dual of a projective Areg-module. Then I/I2 is naturally a topological Lie algebroid over Areg.
Denote Breg := B0/B0 · I.
Proposition-Construction 9.4.
(1) Under the above circumstances, the Areg-linear category Breg –mod carries a natural action
of I/I2.
(2) If Mℏ is a flat family of Bℏ-modules, such that the action of I on M0 := M/ℏ ·M is zero,
then, as an object of Breg –mod, M0 is naturally I/I
2-equivariant.
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Proof. Let B♯
ℏ
be the C[ℏ]-submodule in the localization of Bℏ with respect to ℏ, formed by
expressions bℏ
ℏ
, where b0 := bℏmod ℏ ∈ I. Set B
♯ = B♯
ℏ
/ℏ · B♯
ℏ
. It fits into a short exact
sequence
0→ B0/I→ B
♯ → I→ 0.
The algebra A acts naturally on B♯ by left multiplication. Set B♭ := B♯/I ·B♯.
By the assumption on I, we have a short exact sequence:
(9.1) 0→ Breg → B♭ → I/I2 → 0.
This brings us to the context of Lemma 9.3 with f = I/I2 and f′ = B♭.

We will apply the above Proposition-Construction to topological associative algebras, at-
tached to chiral algebras at a given point of a curve. We should remark that one can avoid
dealing with topological associative algebras and instead of using Proposition-Construction 9.4,
one can work directly with chiral algebras, as was done in [FG1], Sect. 4:
Let Bℏ be a C[ℏ]-flat family of chiral algebras. Denote B0 = Bℏ/ℏ ·Bℏ, and let z(B0) be its
center. It is known that z(B0) acquires a natural coisson structure.
Let A be a (commutative) chiral subalgebra of z(B0), and we will assume that A is stable
under the coisson bracket. We will assume that A is smooth; in particular, the module Ω1(A)
is projective as a A⊗DX -module.
Let B0 –modreg denote the full subcategory in the category of chiral B0-modules, supported
at x, on which the Lie-* action of A is zero. By definition, this is a Ax-linear category, where
Ax denotes the fiber of A at x.
We claim that under the above circumstances, we have a naturally defined action of
N∗
Ax/Âx
≃ H0DR(Dx,Ω
1(A))
on the category B0 –modreg.
Indeed, by proceeding along the lines of Proposition-Construction 9.4, one can produce a
Lie-* algebroid over A, denoted B♭, that fits into a short exact sequence
0→ B0/A→ B
♭ → Ω1(A)→ 0.
We define the Lie-* algebroid f′ to be H0DR(Dx,B
♭), and then apply Lemma 9.3.
9.5. Let us return to the setting of the affine algebra at the critical level. We will consider
various categories over the commutative algebra Zregg .
Let us consider several examples of Zregg -linear categories, equipped with an action of the
algebroid isomGˇ,Zregg .
1. Let C be QCoh(FlGˇZ ). The action of the groupoid IsomGˇ,Zregg on Fl
Gˇ
Z defines a natural action
of IsomGˇ,Zregg on QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
Z ). Hence, we obtain the action on QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
Z ) of its algebroid, which
is by definition, isomGˇ,Zregg .
Evidently, for every w ∈ W the subcategory QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) also carries an action of
isomGˇ,Zregg . (But, of course, this action does not come from an action of IsomGˇ,Zregg .)
2. Let us now take C = D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod. It carries a natural action of the groupoid
IsomGˇ,Zregg , and hence also of the algebroid isomGˇ,Zregg .
Let us write down this action more explicitly. For (F, {αV }) ∈ D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod we define
the corresponding extension act∗
isomGˇ,Z
reg
g
(F, {αV }) as follows.
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The underlying D-module is the trivial extension
F ⊗
z
reg
g
(isomGˇ,Zregg )
∗ ⊕ F,
with the Zregg -action twisted by map
Zregg
d
→ Ω1(Zregg )→ (isomGˇ,Zregg )
∗.
The corresponding isomorphisms αV are obtained from the original ones by adding the term
involving the isomGˇ,Zregg -action on VZ.
By construction, the functor EZ : QCoh(FlGˇZ ) → D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod, defined in Sect. 4.3,
respects the action of the groupoid IsomGˇ,Zregg , and hence of the algebroid isomGˇ,Zregg .
One can see the latter compatibility explicitly for quasi-coherent sheaves T that are direct
images from affine open subsets of FlGˇZ , using the explicit description of E
Z(T) in this case as a
co-equalizer, see Sect. 4.3.
3. Finally, let us take C = ĝcrit –modreg. This example fits into the framework of (the chiral
algebra version of) Proposition-Construction 9.4 for the C[ℏ]-family Bℏ := Ag,κℏ,X , and A =
z(Ag,crit,X).
We obtain an action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on ĝcrit –modreg, and hence also of isomGˇ,Zregg , via the
identification υgeom.
Note that the topological associative algebra Bren identifies, by definition, with the renor-
malized algebra U ren,reg(ĝcrit).
As was shown in [FG4], Sect. 2.9., the functor
ΓHeckeZ : D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod→ ĝcrit –modreg
is compatible with the isomGˇ,Zregg -actions. From this we obtain that the functor
G = ΓHeckeZ ◦ E : QCoh(FlGˇZ )→ ĝcrit –modreg
is also compatible with the isomGˇ,Zregg -actions.
9.6. Recall the topological algebra Ĥcrit and consider the category
(
Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg
)
–mod, from
which, we recall, we had the Wakimoto functor to the category ĝcrit –modreg. We will establish
the following:
Proposition-Construction 9.7.
(1) The category
(
Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg
)
–mod carries a natural action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
.
(2) The functorW :
(
Ĥcrit⊗
Zg
Zregg
)
–mod→ ĝcrit –modreg is compatible with the N
∗
Zregg /Zg
-actions.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of this Proposition 9.7. To carry it out
we need to review the framework in which Wakimoto modules were defined. We will follow the
conventions of [FG2], Sect. 10.
For every level κ we have the Heisenberg chiral algebra Hκ,X , and a chiral algebra, denoted
Dch(
◦
G/B)κ,X , which is isomorphic to the tensor product
Dch(N)X ⊗ Hκ,X ,
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where Dch(N)X is the chiral algebra of differential operators on N , which is independent of the
level.
In particular, for every Hκ,X-module T, supported at x ∈ X , we can consider the
Dch(
◦
G/B)κ,X -module D
ch(N)x ⊗ T, where D
ch(N)x denotes the vacuum module of D
ch(N)X
at x.
We have a canonical bosonization map lκ : Ag,κ,X → D
ch(
◦
G/B)κ,X . The Wakimoto functor
associates at T as above the module Dch(N)x ⊗ T, regarded as a Ag,κ,X -module via lκ.
Let us take κ = κcrit. In this case Hcrit,X equals the center of D
ch(
◦
G/B)crit,X . Moreover, we
have the following commutative diagram:
(9.2)
zg,X −−−−→ Ag,crit,X
ϕ
y lcrity
Hcrit,X −−−−→ D
ch(
◦
G/B)crit,X .
We apply the construction of Sect. 9.2 for Bℏ being each of the following three chiral algebras:
Ag,κℏ,X , D
ch(
◦
G/B)κℏ,X and Hκℏ,X . (In what follows, we will replace the subscript κℏ by just
ℏ, for brevity.)
In each of these cases we take A ⊂ z(B0) to be the image of zg,X := z(Ag,crit,X). The
functoriality of the construction in Sect. 9.2 makes the assertion of Proposition-Construction 9.7
manifest.
9.8. Let us make several additional remarks on the above construction.
First, we see explicitly that the homomorphism ϕ : Zg → Ĥcrit is indeed a Poisson map, and
the action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on the category(
Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg
)
–mod ≃ Hcrit,X –modreg
corresponds to the action of the algebroid N∗
Z
reg
g /Zg
on the ind-scheme
Spec(Ĥcrit) ×
Spec(Zg)
Spec(Zregg ).
Secondly, assume that Tℏ was a flat family of Hℏ,X -modules, such that the action of Zg on
T0 factors through Z
reg
g .
On the one hand, by Proposition-Construction 9.4(2), Tcrit is naturally N
∗
Zregg /Zg
-equivariant,
as an object of
(
Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg
)
–mod. Therefore, W(Tcrit) is N
∗
Zregg /Zg
-equivariant as an object
of ĝcrit –modreg, and hence carries an action of U
ren,reg(ĝcrit).
On other hand, we can consider the family Mℏ := W(Tℏ) as in Sect. 8.2(3), and hence
Mcrit ≃W(Tcrit) acquires a U
ren,reg(ĝcrit)-action.
The following assertion results from the definitions:
Lemma 9.9. Under the above circumstances, the two U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions on W(Tcrit) coin-
cide.
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9.10. Let us recall the isomorphism of ind-schemes (4.9)
Spec(Ĥcrit) ×
Spec(Zg)
Spec(Zregg ) ≃ ⊔
w∈W
FlGˇw,th,Z .
On the one hand, we have the action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on the LHS, described in Sect. 9.8. On the
other hand, we have a natural action of isomGˇ.Zregg on the RHS.
Proposition 9.11. Under the identification υgeom : N
∗
Zregg /Zg
≃ isomGˇ.Zregg the above actions on
the two sides of (4.9) coincide.
Proof. Using Theorem 8.4, we obtain that the assertion of the proposition is equivalent to the
following generalization of Lemma 8.11:
The action of N∗Opreggˇ /Opgˇ(D×)
on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ , resulting from the Poisson
structure on ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) and the map MT : ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D
)→ Opreggˇ , identifies via
N∗Opreggˇ /Opgˇ(D×)
(8.4)
≃ isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
and ConnHˇ(ω
ρ
D×
) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ
(4.8)
≃ ⊔
w∈W
MOpw,th,reggˇ
with the natural isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
-action on MOpreggˇ .
Using Lemma 8.10, this is, in turn, equivalent to the fact that the canonical action
of isomGˇ,OpGˇ(D×) on MOpgˇ,gen(D
×) is such that the induced action of isomGˇ,Opreggˇ
on
MOpgˇ,gen(D
×) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ is compatible with the action of isomGˇ,OpGˇ(D×) on MOp
reg
gˇ under
the map
MOpgˇ,gen(D
×) ×
Opgˇ(D
×)
Opreggˇ →֒ MOp
reg
gˇ .
The required compatibility follows from the construction of the latter map in [FG2], Sect.
3.6.

9.12. The functor G and algebroids. Let us now return to the setting of Theorem 4.8. Recall
that by Sect. 7 for every w ∈ W there exists a functor wQ : QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)→ QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)
and an isomorphism
wW ≃ G ◦ wQ.
We claim now that the functor wQ is compatible with the action of isomGˇ.Zregg . Indeed, this
follows from the corresponding properties of the functors wW and G, established above, and
Proposition 7.3.
Recall now that the functor wQ has the form
T 7→ Ltwistw ⊗
Fun(FlGˇ
w,th,Z
)
T,
for some Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)-bimodule L
twist
w . Moreover, we have shown that L
twist
w , regarded as a
right Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)-module, is a line bundle.
Corollary 9.13.
(1) The left and right actions of Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z) on L
twist
w coincide.
(2) There exists a (unique) isomGˇ.Zregg -equivariant structure on L
twist
w , which induces the above
isomGˇ.Zregg -equivariant structure on wQ.
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Proof. Let us choose a trivialization of Ltwistw as a right Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)-module. Then the left ac-
tion of Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z) defines a homomorphism γ : Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z)→ Fun(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z). The assertion
of the first point of the corollary is equivalent to the fact that γ equals the identity map.
However, the fact that the functor γ∗ : QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z)→ QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z) is compatible with
the isomGˇ.Zregg -action on this category implies that γ commutes with the action of this algebroid.
In addition, from Theorem 4.10, we know that γ|FlGˇw,Z
equals the identity map.
Hence, γ is the identity map, restricted to the minimal isomGˇ.Zregg -stable subscheme of
FlGˇw,th,Z, that contains Fl
Gˇ
w,Z. But since this minimal subscheme is Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z itself, assertion
(1) of the lemma follows, while assertion (2) is evident.

Thus, to finish the proof of Theorem 4.8, it is sufficient to show the following:
Theorem 9.14. There exists a canonical isomorphism of line bundles
Ltwistw ≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
,
that respects the isomGˇ,Zregg -equivariant structures.
We recall that the line bundle on the RHS is by definition the restriction of the line bun-
dle L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z
to FlGˇw,th,Z; the isomGˇ.Zregg -equivariant structure on it comes from the equivariant
structure on L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
Z
with respect to the groupoid IsomGˇ.Zregg .
9.15. Some corollaries. Let T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) be isomGˇ,Zregg - equivariant. Then by
Proposition-Construction 9.7, the corresponding Wakimoto module wW(T) will carry an
action of the renormalized algebra U ren,reg(ĝcrit).
Considering L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)
T with its isomGˇ,Zregg -equivariant structure, from Sect. 9.1
we obtain that G
(
L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)
T
)
also carries an action of U ren,reg(ĝcrit).
Now, the fact that the isomorphism of Theorem 9.14 is isomGˇ,Zregg -equivariant implies that
the isomorphism
wW(T) ≃ G
(
L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z)
T
)
of Theorem 4.8 respects the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
As an example let us take T = OFlGˇ1,Z
. We obtain:
Corollary 9.16. The isomorphism
ΓHeckeZ(WZ1 ) ≃Wcrit,0
of Theorem 4.11 respects the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
Let us give a direct proof of this corollary.
Proof. By construction, WZ1 , as an isomGˇ,Zregg -equivariant object of D(GrG)
HeckeZ
crit –mod, is a
quotient of the direct sum of objects of the form IndHeckeZ(jλˇ,∗,Gr) ⊗
Zregg
L−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
. Hence, it is
enough to show that each of the morphisms
Γ(GrG, jλˇ,GrG,∗) ⊗
Zregg
L
−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
→Wcrit,0
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is compatible with the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
However, the latter morphism is by definition the composition
Γ(GrG, jλˇ,GrG,∗) ⊗
Zregg
L
−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
≃
(
jλˇ,∗ ⋆ Vcrit
)
⊗
Zregg
L
−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
φ
→
(
jλˇ,∗ ⋆Wcrit,0
)
⊗
Zregg
L
−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
≃
≃
(
Wcrit,0 ⊗
Hregcrit
LλˇH
)
⊗
Zregg
L−λˇ
FlGˇ1,Z
։Wcrit,0,
where all the arrows are compatible with the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions (see Sect. 8.8).

Let us return to the general setting of Theorems 4.8 and 9.14, and consider the semi-infinite
cohomology functor
M 7→ H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],M⊗Ψ0) : ĝcrit –modreg → Z
reg
g –mod .
Recall (see Section 18.3 of [FG2]) that this functor is naturally compatible with the isomGˇ,Zregg -
actions on both categories.
Note, that on the other hand, by Proposition 7.4, the composite functor
QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z)
G
→ ĝcrit –modreg → Z
reg
g –mod
is isomorphic to the identity functor. Moreover, from the construction, it is easy to see that
this isomorphism respects the isomGˇ,Zregg -equivariant structures.
On the other hand, by (7.2), we have a functorial (but dependent on some choices) isomor-
phism
H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],wW(T)⊗Ψ0) ≃ T
for T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z).
Thus, combining this with the assertion of Theorem 4.8, we obtain a functorial isomorphism
T ≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇ
w,th,Z
⊗
Fun(FlGˇ
w,th,Z
)
T,
i.e., a trivialization of the line bundle L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
over FlGˇw,th,Z. Let us explain what this trivial-
ization is.
First, let us observe that the choice of a character Ψ0 amounts to a trivialization of the H-
torsor ωρˇx. However, since different choices of Ψ0 are H [[t]]-conjugate, we obtain that when we
apply the functor H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗ Ψ0) to ĝcrit-modules that are I-equivariant, the spaces
that we obtain for different choices of Ψ0 are canonically isomorphic. In other words, on the
category ĝcrit –mod
I , the functor H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗Ψ0) is well-defined.
For the same reason, if M ∈ ĝcrit –mod
I is in addition equivariant with respect to Aut(D),
then the cohomology H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]], ? ⊗Ψ0) acquires a Aut(D)-action.
Canonically, we have an isomorphism
(9.3) H
∞
2 (n((t)), n[[t]],wW(T)⊗Ψ0) ≃ T ⊗ ω
〈w(ρ)−ρ,ρˇ〉
x .
Thus, rather than trivializing the line bundle L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,th,Z
we need to identify it with
Fun(FlGˇw,th,Z) ⊗ ω
〈w(ρ)−ρ,ρˇ〉
x in a Aut(D)-equivariant way. It is easy to see that there exists a
unique such identification, with induces the isomorphism (6.4) over FlGˇw,Z.
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9.17. Proof of Theorem 9.14. Recall the algebroid isomnilpOpgˇ over the scheme Op
nilp
gˇ (see
[FG2], Sect. 4.5), and let isom
Znilpg
denote the corresponding algebroid over Spec(Znilpg ).
By loc. cit., it preserves the subscheme Spec(Zregg ) ⊂ Spec(Z
nilp
g ). Hence, the restriction
isomZnilpg
|Spec(Zregg ) has a natural structure of Lie algebroid; we will denote it by isomBˇ,Zregg . By
[FG2], Sect. 4.5, isomBˇ,Zregg identifies with the sub-algebroid of isomGˇ,Zregg , corresponding to the
reduction of PGˇ,Z to Bˇ.
Since Bˇ acts transitively along the fibers of FlGˇw,Z → Spec(Z
reg
g ), and since the stabilizers of
any point of FlGˇw,Z in isomGˇ,Zregg and isomBˇ,Zregg coincide, it suffices to show that there exists a
isomBˇ,Zregg -equivariant isomorphism
(9.4) Ltwistw |FlGˇw,Z
≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,Z
of line bundles on FlGˇw,Z.
Recall that along with the renormalized algebra U ren,reg(ĝcrit), there exists its version
U ren,nilp(ĝcrit), corresponding to the quotient Z
nilp
g of Zg (see [FG2], Sect. 7.4).
As in Proposition-Construction 9.7, we obtain that if
T ∈ QCoh
(
Spec
(
Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Znilpg
))
,
is isomBˇ,Znilpg -equivariant, then the Wakimoto moduleW(T) acquires an action of the renormal-
ized algebra U ren,nilp(ĝcrit).
Similarly, if T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇZ ) is isomBˇ,Zregg -equivariant, then G(T) also acquires an action of
U ren,nilp(ĝcrit) ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg .
Recall now the isomorphism
(9.5) ΓHeckeZ(GrG,W
Z
w) ≃Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ,reg ⊗ ω
〈ρ−w(ρ),ρˇ〉
x
(6.4)
≃ W
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇw,Z
)
given by Theorem 4.10. By the definition of Ltwistw , we obtain an isomorphism of line bundles
appearing in (9.4). The fact that this isomorphism respects the isomBˇ,Zregg -action is equivalent
to the fact that the isomorphism of (9.5) respects the action of U ren,nilp(ĝcrit).
This is, in turn, equivalent to the map
Vcrit →W
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇw,Z
)
,
of (6.6) being compatible with the U ren,nilp(ĝcrit)-action. Recall that the latter morphism comes
by adjunction from a map
(9.6) Vcrit → AvG[[t]]/I
(
W
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇw,Z
))
.
Thus, we need to show that the map in (9.6) is compatible with the action of U ren,nilp(ĝcrit),
where on the RHS it is defined by functoriality as in Sect. 8.2(4). The latter essentially follows
from the definition of the map (6.6):
Consider the family of Wakimoto modules Wℏ,w(ρ)−ρ, which is, by definition, induced from
the Hℏ,X -module
πℏ,w0(w(ρ)−ρ) := Ind
ĥℏ
h[[t]](C
w0(w(ρ)−ρ)).
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Its fiber at the critical level
πcrit,w0(w(ρ)−ρ) ≃ H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
is supported over Spec
(
Ĥcrit⊗
Zg
Znilpg
)
, hence, it acquires an action of isomZnilpg . By the nilp-version
of Proposition-Construction 9.7, the moduleWcrit,w(ρ)−ρ is endowed an action of U
ren,nilp(ĝcrit),
and by Lemma 9.9, this action coincides with the one coming from the family Wℏ,w(ρ)−ρ.
We have an ℏ-family of maps
Vℏ → h
ℓ(w)
(
AvG[[t]]/I(Wℏ,w(ρ)−ρ)
)
and, hence, the correspoding map at the critical level
(9.7) Vcrit → h
ℓ(w)
(
AvG[[t]]/I(Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ)
)
is compatible with the U ren,nilp(ĝcrit)-action. A compatibility of constructions in points 3 and
4 of Sect. 8.2 shows that the U ren,nilp(ĝcrit)-action on the RHS of (9.7) coincides with the one
coming by functoriality from its action on Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ via Proposition-Construction 9.7.
Let ıw denote the closed embedding
FlGˇw,Z →֒ Spec(H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit ).
We have a canonical isomBˇ,Znilpg -equivariant isomorphism:
AvG[[t]]/I
(
W
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
w,Z
))
≃ AvG[[t]]/I(Wcrit,w(ρ)−ρ)
L
⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
ıw∗
(
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
w,Z
)
.
The map (9.6) is, by construction, obtained from the map (9.7) and the identification
Lℓ(w)ı∗w
(
ıw∗
(
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
))
≃ L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
FlGˇw,Z
.
Thus, we need to see that the latter is compatible with the isomBˇ,Znilpg -actions.
Translating it using the isomorphism mapMgeom, we obtain that the LHS of the above expres-
sion identifies with the line bundle
Λℓ(w)
(
N∗
MOpw,reggˇ /MOp
w,nilp
gˇ
)
over MOpw,reggˇ . By Theorem 3.6.2 of [FG2], the latter does indeed identify with L
ρˇ−w(ρˇ)
MOpw,reg
gˇ
in a
isom
nilp
Opgˇ
-equivariant way, as required.
10. Renormalized Wakimoto modules
In this section we will study a particular family of ĝcrit –mod-modules, obtained by a cer-
tain renormalization procedure. We will show that they coincide with Wakimoto modules
corresponding to some particular quasi-coherent sheaves on the formal neighborhoods of the
Schubert strata in FlGˇZ .
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10.1. Recall the context of Sect. 9.2. LetBℏ –mod be the category of all (discrete)Bℏ-modules,
and let Bℏ –mod
fl ⊂ Bℏ –mod be the full subcategory consisting of C[ℏ]-flat modules. Let
(10.1) Bℏ –mod
fl,reg ⊂ Bℏ –mod
fl
be the full subcategory, consisting of modules Nℏ, for which the action of A on N0 := Nℏ/ℏ ·Nℏ
factors through Areg. (Recall that in this case N0 acquires a natural B
ren-action.)
Proposition-Construction 10.2. The tautological embedding (10.1) admits a left adjoint.
Proof. For Mℏ ∈ Bℏ –mod
fl let M♯
ℏ
denote its modification spanned by the symbols mℏ
ℏ
where
mℏ is such that m0 ∈ I ·M0. We have a canonical map Mℏ →M
♯
ℏ
and a short exact sequence
0→M0/I ·M0 →M
♯
0 → I ·M0 → 0.
Let us denote by Mℏ 7→ M
k·♯
ℏ
the k-th iteration of the functor Mℏ 7→ M
♯
ℏ
. The fiber Mk·♯0
admits a k + 1-term filtration
(
M
k·♯
0
)
i
, such that gr
j
(
M
k·♯
0
)
≃ Ij−1 ·M0/I
j ·M0, 1 ≤ j ≤ k and
grk+1
(
M
k·♯
0
)
≃ Ik ·M0.
Moreover, the submodule
(
M
k·♯
0
)
k
⊂Mk·♯0 is annihilated by I.
Thus, we obtain a sequence of maps
...→M
(k−1)·♯
ℏ
→Mk·♯
ℏ
→M
(k+1)·♯
ℏ
→ ...
and we set
Mrenℏ := lim
−→
k
M
k·♯
ℏ
.
The above computation of fibers of Mk·♯
ℏ
implies that Mren
ℏ
belongs to Bℏ –mod
reg,fl. It satisfies
the required adjunction property by construction.

For Mℏ as above, let M
ren
0 denote the B
reg-module Mren
ℏ
/ℏ ·Mℏ. By construction, it carries
an action of Bren0 . As a B
reg-module it is equipped with an increasing filtration, labeled by
positive integers, with
(10.2) grj(Mren0 ) ≃ I
j ·M0/I
j+1 ·M0.
10.3. Let us consider the family of chiral algebras Hℏ,X ; let ĥℏ be the central extension of h((t)),
corresponding to the point x ∈ X , and let Bℏ := Ĥℏ be the corresponding family of associative
topological algebras. As in Sect. 9.6, we let I ⊂ B0 := Ĥcrit be the image of ker(Zg → Z
reg
g )
under the map ϕ : Zg → Ĥcrit.
For w ∈ W let πℏ,w denote the Ĥℏ-module Ind
ĥℏ
h[[t]](C
w0(w(ρ)−ρ)). We let πcrit,w denote
the fiber of πℏ,w at the critical level. Let π
ren
ℏ,w be the Ĥℏ-module, corresponding to πℏ,w via
Proposition-Construction 10.2.
Let πrencrit,w denote the fiber of π
ren
ℏ,w at the critical level. By Proposition-Construction 9.4,
πrencrit,w is equivariant with respect to the algebroid N
∗
Zregg /Zg
≃ isomGˇ,Zregg , which amounts to an
action of N∗
Zregg /Zg
on πrencrit,w compatible with its action on Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg .
The main result of this section is the following explicit description of πrencrit,w:
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Recall that Distw denotes the quasi-coherent sheaf on Fl
Gˇ
Z , underlying the left D-module of
distributions on the subscheme FlGˇw,Z. Consider the object
L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
Z
⊗
O
FlGˇ
Z
Distw ∈ QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z),
which we think of as a (Ĥcrit ⊗
Zg
Zregg )-module via the identification (4.9). It is naturally equi-
variant with respect to isomGˇ,Zregg ≃ N
∗
Zregg /Zg
.
Theorem 10.4. There exists a canonical isomorphism
πrencrit,w ≃ L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ
FlGˇ
Z
⊗
O
FlGˇ
Z
Distw ∈ QCoh(Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z),
compatible with the N∗
Z
reg
g /Zg
-action.
10.5. Application to Wakimoto modules and BGG type resolution. Let Wℏ,w be the
ℏ-family of Wakimoto modules, induced from πℏ,w. Applying the above renormalization con-
struction to Bℏ = Âg,ℏ,x and the module Wℏ,w with respect to the ideal ker
(
Zg → Z
reg
g
)
we
obtain the renormalized family of Wakimoto modules, denoted Wren
ℏ,w.
Let Wrencrit,w denote the fiber of W
ren
ℏ,w at the critical level. As in Sect. 9.6 we have:
Lemma 10.6. The lattices Wren
ℏ,w and Wℏ(π
ren
ℏ,w) in the localization of Wℏ,w with respect to ℏ
coincide.
Hence, in particular, Wrencrit,w is isomorphic to Wcrit(π
ren
crit,w). Moreover, by Lemma 9.9, the
above isomorphism respects the U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-actions.
Combining this with Theorem 4.8, we obtain an isomorphism of U ren,reg(ĝcrit)-modules
(10.3) Wrencrit,w ≃ G(Distw).
Combining Theorem 10.4 with Corollary 4.13 we obtain a right resolution of Vcrit:
Vcrit → C
0 δ
0
−→ C1 → ...,
whose k-th term is
⊕
w∈W,ℓ(w)=k
Wrencrit,w.
Note that for w = 1 the module Distw is just Fun(Fl
Gˇ
1,Z) and the corresponding Wakimoto
module is Wcrit,0. In the case when w is a simple reflection, the modules Distw, and the corre-
sponding Wakimoto modules were constructed in [FF3], and the differential δ0 was described
there explicitly as the sum of certain degenerations of the ”screening operators” at the critical
level. It was conjectured in [FF3] that this complex may be extended to a resolution of Vcrit,
which is a particular degeneration of the BGG type resolution of Vcrit for generic levels.
Thus, we have obtained a proof of this conjecture. However, it would be interesting to find
explicit formulas for the higher differentials δk : Ck → Ck+1 of this resolution in terms of the
screening operators.
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10.7. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 10.4. Observe that the pull-
back isomGˇ,Zregg |FlGˇw,th,Z
has a natural structure of algebroid on FlGˇw,th,Z; we will denote it by
isomGˇ,w,th. Let isomGˇ,w ⊂ isomGˇ,w,th|FlGˇw,Z
be the corresponding algebroid on FlGˇw,Z it contains
isomBˇ,w := isomBˇ,Znilpg |FlGˇw,Z
as a sub-algebroid.
Since the action of isomGˇ,w,th on Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z is transitive, from Kashiwara’s theorem (see, e.g.,
[FG1], Sect. 7) we obtain the following:
Lemma 10.8. Let T ∈ QCoh(FlGˇw,th,Z) be a module over isomGˇ,w,th. Assume that the O-
submodule T0 ⊂ T of sections supported over FlGˇw,Z is isomorphic as a isomBˇ,w-module to L
λˇ
FlGˇw,Z
for some λˇ ∈ Λˇ. Then T is isomorphic to L
w(ρˇ)−ρˇ+λˇ
FlGˇ
Z
⊗
O
FlGˇ
Z
Distw as a isomGˇ,w,th-module.
We claim that the conditions of this lemma are satisfied for T = πrencrit,w and λˇ = 0. Consider
the canonical filtration on πrencrit,w. For every k we have a map(
isomGˇ,w,th|FlGˇ
w,Z
/isomGˇ,w
)
⊗
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
((
πrencrit,w
)
k
/
(
πrencrit,w
)
k−1
)
→
→
(
πrencrit,w
)
k+1
/
(
πrencrit,w
)
k
,
which by (10.2) induces an isomorphism
grk
(
πrencrit,w
)
≃ πcrit,w ⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
Symk
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
(
isomGˇ,w,th|FlGˇw,Z
/isomGˇ,w
)
.
In particular, we obtain that πcrit,w ⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
Fun(FlGˇw,Z) ⊂ π
ren
crit,w equals the subspace
consisting of sections supported scheme-theoretically on FlGˇw,Z ⊂ Fl
Gˇ
w,th,Z.
Hence, it remains to see that
πcrit,w ⊗
Znilpg
Zregg ≃ πcrit,w ⊗
H
RS,w0(w(ρ)−ρ)
crit
Fun(FlGˇw,Z)
is isomorphic to Fun(FlGˇw,Z), as a module over isomBˇ,w ≃ isomBˇ,Znilpg |FlGˇw,Z
. The latter fact
follows from the nilp-version of Proposition 9.11.
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